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Introduction

To the teacher
Teach English is a teacher training course which develops practical skills in teaching English as a 

foreign language. The course contains 24 units. Each unit focusses on a different area of 
methodology, and provides about four hours of training material. The units cover a wide range of 
teaching skills and techniques: basic classroom skills (presenting, eliciting, organising practice, 
correcting errors); practical techniques for developing listening, speaking, reading and writing; use 
of aids and materials (the blackboard, other visual aids, workcards); and skills of preparation and 
evaluation.

This is the Teacher’s Workbook accompanying the course. Each unit in the Workbook contains 

five or six activities, which you will follow in the training session under the trainer’s guidance. 
These activities take the form of discussion, practice and simple workshop tasks, and are designed 
to help you develop insights into teaching methods as well as to give you practice in teaching 
techniques. The final activity in each unit is ‘Lesson preparation’, which will give you an 
opportunity to apply techniques from the training course to one of your own lessons. This is 
followed by a ‘Self-evaluation sheet’, which you can use to help you reflect on your own teaching 
after the training session.

This Workbook also contains four ‘Background texts’, which deal with more theoretical aspects 
of language teaching. These appear after every fifth unit, but can be read at any point in the 
course.

At the end of the Workbook, there are brief summaries of each unit for reference.
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1 Presenting vocabulary

1 Introduction
Here are some techniques for teaching new words.

Say the word clearly and write it on the board.
Get the class to repeat the word in chorus.

Translate the word into the students’ own language. 
Ask students to translate the word.
Draw a picture to show what the word means.
Give an English example to show how the word is used. 
Ask questions using the new word.

Which are the most useful techniques?
Can you think of any other techniques you could use?

2 Giving examples
1. The examples beside the six words below are not enough to make the 

meaning of the words clear. Add one or two sentences to each one, so that 

the meaning of the word is shown clearly.
a) market You can buy food at the market.
b) clothes In the morning we put on our clothes.
c) noisy Students are often very noisy.

d) look for I’m looking for my pen.
e) visit Last weekend I visited my uncle.
f) happiness He was full of happiness.

g) impossible Your plan is quite impossible.

2. What other techniques could you use (pictures, mime, etc.) to make the 
meaning of each word clearer?

3 Combining different techniques
Look at these words. Decide exactly how you would present each one. If possible, 
think of a variety of techniques.

laugh absent cheese cold apron wall

1



Unit 1 Presenting vocabulary

4 Using a new word
A. The teacher has just presented the word ‘market’. Now she is asking 

questions using the new word. What is the purpose of this?

f  Poes your mother 
/ go tv the market?

When does she go there ?What does she buy ?

B. Think of two or three questions you could ask the class, using these words, 
to cook lion holiday magazine windy

5 Vocabulary expansion
1. Look at these sets of words. How are the words in each box related to ‘cook’?

a) cook

1
b) cook

1
bake fry stove stir
boil grill pot spoon

2. Imagine you are teaching the words below.

Think of four or five other related words that you could teach at the same 
time.
a) thief
b) carpet
c) customs officer
d) marry

2



Unit 1 Presenting vocabulary

6 Active and passive vocabulary

In Britain, the weather is very varied; people never know what it 
will be like the next day.

The summer is warmer than the winter, but even in summer 
the average temperature is only 16°. Sometimes the sun shines, 
but at other times the sky is covered in cloud, and it often rains.

In winter it is sometimes very cold, especially in the north of 
the country. The temperature may fall below 0°, and then there 
is often snow and ice.

The best season of the year is probably late spring. At this 
time of year the weather is often sunny and quite warm; the 
countryside looks very green, and there are wild flowers 
everywhere.

(adapted from a text from The Cambridge English Course Book 1: M. Swan and C. Walter)

1. Imagine you want to present these new words from the text.
weather varied average temperature cloud snow 
ice season spring sunny countryside 

Which words would you present as active vocabulary, and which would you 
present as passive vocabulary? Write the words in two lists.

2. How would you present the words?

7 Lesson preparation
1. Choose a lesson which you will teach soon, or find a lesson in a suitable 

textbook. Identify the new vocabulary. Choose the most important words 

which you would focus on as active vocabulary.
2. Prepare:

- a presentation of each word, to show its meaning;
- a few questions to ask, using each word.

3. Look at the other new vocabulary in the lesson. Decide how you would teach 

it.

3



Unit 1 Presenting vocabulary

Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

Write down the main new words you taught What techniques did you use to present 
in the lesson. them?

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Think about these questions.

Which techniques were the most successful? Why?
Which were the least successful? Why?

Did you use any new techniques for the first time?

If so, did they make the lesson better or worse? In what way?

Did you ask any questions during your presentation?
What replies did students give?

How much time did you spend in the lesson on presenting vocabulary?
Do you think this was: too much? too little? the right amount?

What might you do differently next time you present vocabulary?

4



2 Asking questions

1 Question types
What is the difference between these three types of question? 
How might you reply to each question?

a) Do you drink tea?
Can you swim?
Did he go to university?
Are they coming to the party?

b) Do you prefer tea or coffee?

Are they brothers or just friends?
Will you walk or go by bus?
Did she study in Britain or in the United States?

c) What do you usually drink?
Where did she study?
How long have they known each other?
When are you leaving?

2 Checking questions
Imagine that you have just presented each of these words or phrases.

wide/narrow belong to inside/outside far from depend on 
Write down one or two questions you could ask in class, to check that students 
understand each item.

3 Real classroom questions
What questions could you ask in these situations?

a) It’s a hot day, and all the windows are closed.
b) One of your students looks pale and tired.
c) You set homework last lesson. Today you are going to check the answers with 

the class.

d) Several students are absent today.
e) When you come into class, you find a bag on your desk.
f) When you come into class, you find a face drawn on the blackboard.

5



Unit 2 Asking questions

4 Eliciting long answers
A teacher is reviewing a text from an earlier 
lesson. Now he wants the students to 
reproduce it in their own words. What 
prompts or questions could he ask which 
would naturally lead students to answer with 
complete sentences from the text?

On their first day in the capital, 
Diana and Peter visited the Old 
Tower which stood on a hill near the 
city centre. There were stairs leading 
to the top, but Diana and Peter 
decided to take the lift. At the top 
there was a cafe and a balcony where 
visitors could stand and admire the 
view. It was magnificent -  you could 
see the whole city, the river and the 
hills beyond. On their way back from 
the Tower, Diana and Peter went 
past the main square in the city 
centre. They stopped at a stall to 
have some orange juice, and sat and 
watched the traffic for a while. The 
square was very busy, with cars, 
buses, bicycles and pedestrians going 
in all directions. In the centre of the 
square there was a policeman control
ling the traffic.

What did Dima and Peter do ?
What about the sTairs? t

T&ll m  about I
V i tomr. j

at the topJ)
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Unit 2 Asking questions

5 Questioning strategies
Here are four different strategies for asking questions in class.

f  What's this made of? J / Anyone ? J
ftt/hats this made of?) 
.... Farm a ? J

!\ i  j  /^rW - ?

mt r -------̂ilL / made IIpi / of wood j  j.
I s a  r v r

fHamdia ,.. Whats )/ this made, o f ? J
fWhat's th/s made of?') 

Sa mi a, ? J
{ It's made]it 1 of wood J y  f  It's made ) 

m of wood J \ _

k

1. Which of these strategies do you use in your own class? Which do you use 

most often?
2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each strategy?

Consider which strategies:

- help the teacher to control the class;
- help to keep the attention of the whole class;
- give good students a chance to show their knowledge;
- give weak or shy students a chance to answer;

- give lazy students a chance not to answer.

6 Lesson preparation
1. Choose a lesson which you will teach soon, or find a lesson in a suitable 

textbook. Focus on one part of the lesson, in which you would want the class 

to answer questions.
2. Write down all the questions which you plan to ask. Beside each question, 

write the answer which you hope the students would give.

3. Decide what questioning strategies you would use.

7



Unit 2 Asking questions

Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

Write down questions you asked in the What answers did students give?
lesson.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

Think about these questions.

Did students give the answers which you expected?
Did they give natural answers?
How many students answered each question?
Were the questions: too easy? too difficult? the right level?

What strategy did you use for asking your questions?
Was the strategy successful, or would a different strategy have been better?

Think of two good students, two average students, and two weak students in your class.
What did each of them do during this part of the lesson?

8



3 Presenting structures

1 Structures and examples
Look at each sentence in turn. Think of two or three more examples of the 
structure in italics. Write the examples together in a table.
a) Shall I open the window?

b) He seems to be rich.
c) Is there any tea?
d) I used to live in the country.

e) She’s writing a letter.
f) The room was so dark that I couldn’t see anything.

2 Ways of showing meaning
This is how different teachers presented comparison of adjectives to their 

students. Which presentation do you think is:

- the most interesting?
- the easiest?
- the most useful?

Teacher A:

I talked about two buildings 
in the town. (The post office 

is bigger than the bank.’)

Teacher B :.

------- -
I drew lines on 

the board. (‘Line A 
is longer than Line B.’)

-ER THAN 
NOT A S . . .  A S . . .

Teacher C:

I called a tall and a short 
student to the front and 

compared them. (Anna is 

taller than Maria.’)

Teacher D;

I drew pictures of two men 
on the board and 

compared them. (‘Hani is 

taller than Abdou.’)

9



Unit 3 Presenting structures

3 Presenting a structure
A teacher presented the structure ‘has been . .. -ing. . . for. . to her class. To 
make the meaning clear, she drew pictures on the board and gave this imaginary 
situation: ‘A woman starts waiting for a bus at four o’clock. At five o’clock the bus 
comes. She’s been waiting for an hour.’

Here are the teacher’s notes for the lesson, but they are not in their correct order. 
What order should they be in? Are all the stages necessary?

Say ‘She’s been waiting for an hour’ and 

ask the class to repeat it phrase by phrase.

Explain how the structure is formed.

Write the sentence on the board:

5hê bgen waiting-form  how.

Give other situations and examples: 
Another person arrived at 4.30. 
He’s been waiting for half an hour, 

etc.

Ask the class to copy the sentence.

Ask individual students to repeat the sentence.

Draw pictures to show the situation, and give the example 
‘She’s been waiting for an hour’.

10



Unit 3 Presenting structures

4 Contrasting structures
a) I’ve got some bread. I haven’t got any bread.
b) I’ve seen that film. I saw that film last week.
c) If they build a reservoir, there will be plenty of water.

If they built a reservoir, there would be plenty of water.

Discuss each pair of sentences in turn.
- What is the difference between the sentences?
- Can you think of other examples which would show the difference?
- How could you explain the difference simply to your students, using their own 

language?

5 Lesson preparation
1. Choose a lesson which you will teach soon, or find a lesson in a suitable 

textbook, which introduces a major new structure.
2. How is the structure introduced? Are there enough examples? Would the 

examples be suitable for your class? Can you think of other situations or 
examples to show how the structure is used?

3. Plan a presentation of the structure. Use the notes in Activity 3 to help you 

decide what steps you would include.

11



Unit 3 Presenting structures

Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

1. What structure did you present?

2. What examples did you give?

3. Write down the main steps you followed in your presentation.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Think about these questions.

How did you add to the presentation in the textbook?
How did the parts that you added improve the presentation?

How much did you involve the class in your presentation? 
How many students spoke? What did they say?

By the end of the lesson, could most students:
-  understand sentences containing the structure?
-  say the structure correctly?
-  write the structure correctly?
-  use the structure in new contexts?

How did you check that they understood?
Were there any students who didn't understand?
What did you do to help them?

12



4 Using the blackboard

1 Writing on the blackboard
Both these teachers are presenting language on the blackboard. Which teacher’s 
technique is more effective? Why?

A. B.

===ĵ  H&-was - w q/kfag 'y

_ I

ijijl He was

2 Organising the blackboard
Here is a teacher’s blackboard at the end of a lesson. How could the layout have 
been organised more clearly?

LeasenZ?: AV üac.

p , °-V iU °f 

?à ' ü  

\qC>  ̂ plosW yyv

/  X  UjWerv \ OkCr Iv/C-ci. S h i

\\ \ feolA olLVveo V
CzfV* \ s-- .................

3 o skofr ^

t tsVl , 1 i. 
gfOOAdrvutS

V)eOw<\& iY\oàZ, \. . p

^  ~ T î r -  k À iL ,

At ?, sUe Soli- one Wî-Vct 
,oAVeks i 1 , . .

' ?• 30) sV\e_ haA sola. three.

\aovsV.et-£>
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Unit 4 Using the blackboard

3 Blackboard examples
Look at the examples below.

- What grammar points do they show?
- How would you present them on the blackboard?

a) a book, a table, an egg, an orange.

b) He plays football. Does he play football?
c) shelf, shelves; wife, wives.
d) I haven’t seen her for a week. I haven’t seen her since Saturday.
e) She is reading. She’s reading. He has arrived. He’s arrived.

f) He worked so hard that he became ill.

4 Structure tables

Look at this structure table, which shows forms of the present continuous tense.
1. How could you write the table on the blackboard but still keep the attention of 

the class?
2. How could you use the table for practice?
3. Design two more structure tables:

- showing examples with ‘How much?’ and ‘How many?’;
- showing examples of the present perfect tense with ‘for’ and ‘since’.

5 Prompts for practice
Here are three examples of prompts written on the blackboard. What language 
could each of them be used to practise?

speak,
SwitM dayicc

Kart v/ V--

Maqd<\ X X

A nwa ___
ycru. ? ? 1

7

B.
ffow many? 

docbcr? rooms- 
nu'cs-es Uankets 
pafcigyifc? beds ^

% o'dock - q ob up - bmtJr-fct — 
h/s stop -  bus -  em f tz) -surprised.~ 

schavi- closed- remtmbtxed. - holidayl
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Unit 4 Using the blackboard

6 Using blackboard drawings
Work in groups. What do these drawings show?

1. Choose one of the drawings. Think of a simple story based on it. Think of a 
series of blackboard drawings which you can use to tell the story (the picture 

you have chosen will be one of them).
2. Practise drawing the pictures and telling the story.

7 Lesson preparation
1. Choose a lesson which you will teach soon, or find a lesson in a suitable 

textbook.
2. On a piece of paper, plan exactly what you would write or draw on the 

blackboard.
Consider these possibilities:

new words prompts for practice (words or pictures)

examples of structures pictures to show the meaning of words 

structure tables pictures to show complete situations
3. Decide what you would say and what the class would do while you were 

writing on the board.

15



Unit 4 Using the blackboard

Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

Think about these questions.

1. Look at the list in ‘Lesson preparation'. Which of these did you use the blackboard for? Did you 
use it for any other purpose?
Did your blackboard look different from the one in your plan? If so, in what ways?
Think of each student in your class in turn. Could they all read what you wrote on the board? 
How do you know?

2. If you wrote vocabulary on the board:
-  Were the words new to the whole class or only some students?
-  Were all the words you wrote necessary? How did they help the lesson?
-  What did the students do? (read the words? write them down? repeat them?)

3. If you wrote examples or tables on the board:
-  Think of one good student and one weaker student in your class. What were they doing while 

you wrote on the board?
-  How did you use the examples (e.g. for practice)?
-  Was it necessary to write the examples on the board? How did it help the lesson?

4. If you drew pictures on the board:
-  How much time did you take to draw them?
-  What did the students do while you drew the pictures?
-  Could all the students recognise what the pictures meant?
-  How did you use the pictures?
-  Do you think the pictures helped your lesson? If so, in what way?

Reference sheet: Blackboard drawings
A. Faces

Heads should be large enough to be seen from the back of the class. 
Expression can be indicated by changing the shape of the mouth:

happy sad laughing crying

16



Unit 4 Using the blackboard

The direction the speaker is facing can be indicated by changing the nose (this 
is useful if you want to show two people having a conversation):

0© GO
Sex or age can be indicated by drawing hair:

B. Stick figures
For basic male and female stick figures the body should be about twice as long 
as the head; the arms are the same length as the body; the legs are slightly 
longer:

Actions can be indicated by bending the legs and arms:

C. Places
Buildings, towns, and directions can be indicated by a combination of pictures 

and words:

SCHOOL
n 1—11—in n
□  □ r i Q P X I-X Z IT

STATION

on ïoVoc
ancrrÎEgc i

lLONDON>

D. Vehicles
Vehicles and movement can be indicated as follows:



5 Using a reading text

1 Reading a text
1. Read the first part of the text silently.

How to get preserved as a fossil

Unfortunately the chances of any animal becoming a fossil are not 

very great, and the chances of a fossil then being discovered many 

thousands of years later are even less. It is not surprising that of all the 

millions of animals that have lived in the past, we actually have fossils 

of only a very few.

There are several ways in which animals and plants may become 

fossilised. First, it is essential that the remains are buried, as dead 

animals and plants are quickly destroyed if they remain exposed to the 

air. Plants rot, while scavengers, such as insects and hyenas, eat the 

flesh and bones of animals. Finally, the few remaining bones soon 

disintegrate in the hot sun and pouring rain. If buried in suitable 

conditions, however, animal and plant remains will be preserved. The 

same chemicals which change sand and silt into hard rock will also 

enter the animal and plant remains and make them hard too. When 

this happens we say that they have become fossilised. Usually only the 
bones of an animal and the toughest part of a plant are preserved.

2. Now follow while the trainer reads.

The soft body parts of an animal or the fine fibres of a leaf may 

occasionally become fossilised, but they must be buried quickly for this 

to happen. This may sometimes occur with river and lake sediments 

but is much more likely to happen with volcanic ash. One site near 

Lake Victoria, where my parents worked, contained many thousands 
of beautifully preserved insects, spiders, seeds, twigs, roots and leaves. 

A nearby volcano must have erupted very suddenly, burying 
everything in a layer of ash. The insects had no time to escape before 
they were smothered.

Caves are another site where fossils are easily formed, and luckily 

our ancestors left many clues in caves which made convenient shelters 

and homes. Things that people brought in as food or tools were left on 

the cave floor, and they were buried by mud, sand and other debris 
washed in by rivers and rain.

(from Human Origins: R. Leakey)

18



Unit 5 Using a reading text

3. Which technique:
- makes it easier to understand the text?
- is more helpful in developing reading ability?

2 New vocabulary
1. Read the text and try to understand the general meaning of the story. (All the 

words in italics are nonsense words.)

A country girl was walking along the snerd with a roggle of milk on her 

head. She began saying to herself, ‘The money for which I will sell this 

milk will make me enough money to increase my trund of eggs to 

three hundred. These eggs will produce the same number of chickens, 
and I will be able to sell the chickens for a large wunkoi money. Before 

long, 1 will have enough money to live a rich and fallentious life. All the 

young men will want to marry me. But I will refuse them all with a ribble 

of the head - like this . . .’

And as she ribbled her head, the roggle fell to the ground and all the 

milk ran in a white stream along the snerd, carrying her plans with it.

2. Now look at the nonsense words again. Can you guess what they 
might mean?

3 Preparing for silent reading
1. The new words are in italics in the text. 

Write them in two lists:
- words which you would present before 

reading;
- words which you could leave for 

students to guess, and deal with 
afterwards.

2. How would you introduce the text? Decide 
exactly what you would say.

3. Look at these possible guiding questions. 
Choose the two which you think would be 
best.

a) Was the doctor rich?
b) Was the doctor unhappy?
c) What was the young man’s problem?
d) Where was the man’s pain?
e) What did the doctor advise?

A doctor who worked in a village was 
very annoyed because many people 
used to stop him in the street and ask 
his advice. In this way, he was never 
paid for his services, and he never 
managed to earn much money. He 
made up his mind to put an end to 
this. One day, he was stopped by a 
young man who said to him, ‘Oh, 
doctor, I ’m so glad to see you. I’ve got 
a severe pain  in my left side’. The 
doctor pretended to be interested and 
said, ‘Shut your eyes and stick your 
tongue out of your m outh’. Then he 
went away, leaving the man standing 
in the street with his tongue hanging 
out . . . and a large crowd of people 
laughing at him.

19



Unit 5 Using a reading text

4 Checking comprehension
Look at the text in Activity 3.
Think of a series of short simple questions which you could use to check 
comprehension and focus on important words and expressions.
Write them down.

5 Follow-up activities
Any of these activities could be done after reading the text in Activity 3. 
Which type of activity do you think is most useful?
Which is least useful?

Discussion questions
Do you think he was a good doctor? 
How do you think the young man felt?

Reproducing the text
Tell part of the story from these prompts: 
Doctor — village — annoyed.
People — stop — street — advice.
Never paid -  never — money.

Role p lay
Act out the conversation between the doctor and the young man.

Gap-filling
Copy and fill the gaps:
One day, the doctor a young man.
The doctor......................... ....interested.
He left the man in the street with his tongue.............. ..............out.

20



Unit 5 Using a reading text

6 Lesson preparation
1. Choose a text from the textbook you are using, or from another suitable 

textbook. If the text is long, choose one part of the text only.

2. Plan part of a lesson, using the text.
- Decide which words you would present before students read the text.
- Plan an introduction to the text, and one or two guiding questions.
- Prepare a series of comprehension questions to ask after the reading, and 

decide how to present other new words in the text.

21



Unit 5 Using a reading text

Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

Write down the main steps you followed in using the text.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Think about these questions.

How did you Introduce the text?
How Interested were the students in the topic?
Is there any way you could have made them more Interested?

What words did you present before students read the text?
Do you think this was: too many? not enough? the right amount?
Think of five other new words in the text.
Did most students manage to guess their meaning?

Did you give guiding questions orally or write them on the board?
Did you feel the questions were appropriate?
How many students could answer them?

Was this the first time you asked students to read silently?
If so, how successful was it? Would you organise reading in this way again?

Think of one fast reader and one slow  reader in your class.
What did they each do during the reading phase?
How did you keep them both involved?

By the end of the whole activity:
-  How many students do you think fully understood the text?
-  Were most students still interested in the topic?

Think of two weak students and two good students.
What did they learn from this lesson?

22



Background text: Reading

Before you read:

Here are some statements about reading. Do you think they are true or false?

1. Silent reading involves looking at a text and saying the words silently to 

yourself.
2. There are no major differences between how one reads in one’s mother 

tongue and how one reads in a foreign language.
3. To understand a word, you have to read all the letters in it; to understand a 

sentence, you have to read all the words in it.
4. The teacher can help students to read a text by reading it aloud while they 

follow in their books.

Now read the text:

If we are to help students develop reading skills in a foreign language, it is 
important to understand what is involved in the reading process itself. If we have 

a clear idea of how ‘good readers’ read, either in their own or a foreign language, 
this will enable us to decide whether particular reading techniques are likely to 

help learners or not.
In considering the reading process, it is important to distinguish between two 

quite separate activities: reading for meaning (or ‘silent reading’) and reading 
aloud. Reading for meaning is the activity we normally engage in when we read 
books, newspapers, road signs, etc.; it is what you are doing as you read this text. 
It involves looking at sentences and understanding the message they convey, in 
other words ‘making sense’ of a written text. It does not normally involve saying 

the words we read, not even silently inside our heads; there are important 
reasons for this, which are outlined below.

Reading aloud is a completely different activity; its purpose is not just to 
understand a text but to convey the information to someone else. It is not an 

activity we engage in very often outside the classroom; common examples are 
reading out parts of a newspaper article to a friend, or reading a notice to other 
people who cannot see it. Obviously, reading aloud involves looking at a text, 
understanding it and also saying it. Because our attention is divided between 
reading and speaking, it is a much more difficult activity than reading silently; we 

often stumble and make mistakes when reading aloud in our own language, and 
reading aloud in a foreign language is even more difficult.

When we read for meaning, we do not need to read every letter of every word, 
nor even every word in each sentence. This is because, provided the text makes 
sense, we can guess much of what it says as we read it. To see how this happens 
at the level of individual words, try reading this sentence:
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Background text: Reading

A  m —  was walk--- d— n the s----- 1, c-r— ing a gr— n --------- .

Even though more than half the letters were missing, you could probably read the 
sentence without difficulty, and even guess the last word without the help of any 
letters. You may also have noticed that as soon as you guessed the second word, 

it helped you to guess the whole of the first part of the sentence. This example is 
an isolated sentence; if you are reading connected sentences in a text, each 
sentence helps you to guess what the next one will be, and so on through the 
whole text. Reading is an active process. When we read, we do not merely sit 

there as passive ‘receivers’ of the text; we also draw on our own knowledge of the 
world and of language to help us guess what the text will say next. It is only if we 
are reading a series of words that makes no sense at all, such as:

Man walking elephant the onto reading to help

that we have to slow down and read every single word, as we can no longer make 
guesses.

Normally when we read our eyes take in whole phrases at a time; they do not 
move from word to word in a straight line, but flick backwards and forwards over 
the text. You can easily test this for yourself. Try covering a text with a piece of 
paper and reading it literally word by word, moving the paper along from each 
word to the next. You will probably find that you soon lose track of the meaning, 
and you need to keep looking back to take in whole sentences. This highlights 
another important aspect of reading: it is not just that we do not need to read 
word by word, but rather that it is almost impossible to read and understand a text 
in this way. Attempting to read one word at a time slows down reading so much 
that we lose the sense of what we are reading.

There are of course differences between reading in our own language, where 
comprehension does not usually pose a problem, and reading a foreign 
language, and the differences are even greater if the foreign language uses a 

different writing system. But the characteristics of ‘good reading’ are the same in 
any language, and in developing reading skills we need to be sure we are not 
hindering our students but helping them to become good readers, efficient at 
extracting meaning from written texts.

Discussion

Look again at the statements at the beginning. Are your answers still the same?
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6 Practising structures

1 From presentation to practice
Here is part of a teacher’s lesson plan.

Aim: To teach Ss to make suggestions using ‘Let’s . . 
Presentation
1. Give a situation and example:

Y  ou’re sitting at home with a friend .Y ou can’t decide what 
to do. You suggest different things. For example, you want 
to watch television -  so you say ‘Let’s watch television’.

2. Chorus repetition:
Let’s watch television.

Write the sentence on the board.

?

What should the teacher do next? Consider these possibilities.

Repetition
T: Let’s play football. 
Ss: Let’s play football. 
T: Let’s go swimming. 
Ss: Let’s go swimming, 

etc.

Substitution
T: You want to play football. 
Ss: Let’s play football.
T: You want to go swimming. 
Ss: Let’s go swimming.

\\\\\ v  ///// r
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Unit 6 Practising structures

Single word prompts 
T: cinema
Ss: Let’s go to the cinema.
T : football
Ss: Let’s play football.

Free substitution
Students make up their own
sentences, e.g.:
Let’s go fishing.

Picture prompts

\r
l'VT/ *N>Nr W nftr

•

S2?\
\ \ ¿ J Í Í - X a A S V ZT

2 Meaningful practice

Do each pair of exercises. How are exercise (a) and exercise (b) different?

Anne likes tea but she doesn’t
lb.

Say true sentences about yourself:
like coffee. I like tea.
a) folk music/pop music or I don’t like tea.
b) walking/swimming What about: a) coffee?
c) cats/dogs b) pop music?

................ c) cats?

2a.

You are a stranger. Ask about 
places in the town.
a café:
Is there a café near here?
a) a grocer’s shop
b) a cinema
c) a fruit stall

2b.

You are a stranger. Ask about 
places in the town.
You want to see a film:
Is there a cinema near here?
a) You want to buy some fruit.
b) You want to post a letter.
c) You want to spend the night 

here.
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3a.

‘Where are you going?’ 
‘I’m going to the station.’
a) cinema
b) zoo
c) river

3b.

‘Where are you going?’
‘I’m going to the station.’ 
‘Why?’
‘Because (I want to buy a train 
ticket).’
a) cinema
b) zoo
c) river

3 Organising practice in class
Here is an exercise practising questions and answers with ‘can’.

Can you . . .
swim? 
drive a car? Yes, I can.
ride a horse?
speak English? 
stand on your head? 
sing? 
fly?

No, I can’t

Here is a possible lesson plan:
- Ask the students to close their books. Read out the questions and answers, 

and ask the students to repeat them.
- Ask the questions, and the students reply ‘Yes, I can’ or ‘No, I can’t’.
- Then the students open their books. Students read out questions in turn, and 

other students answer.

Comment on the lesson plan. What improvements would you suggest?
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4 Free oral practice
1. Talk about one of these topics.

- What are you going to do at the weekend? What about your family and 

friends?
- Choose one person in the class. Imagine it is his/her birthday soon. 

Everyone is going to give a present. Say what present you are going to give, 
and why.

- Look at the picture of the farmers on page 66. Imagine what they are each 
going to do when they arrive home.

2. Could you use this activity in your own class? How would you organise it?

5 Lesson preparation
1. Choose a lesson which you will teach soon, or find a lesson in a suitable 

textbook, which includes structure practice.
2. Look at the exercises in the textbook. Do they give enough practice? Is the 

practice meaningful? Is it interesting? Do you need to improve it or add to it in 

any way?
3. Plan part of a lesson, practising the structure.

Make sure that:
- some of the practice is meaningful;
- at the end of the practice, students have a chance to use the structure more 

freely in sentences of their own.
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Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

1. What structure did you practise?

2. Write down the main steps you followed.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Think about these questions.

Look again at the steps you followed.
How much of the practice was mechanical?
How much was meaningful?

In general, do you think the students found the practice: too easy? about right? too difficult?

Did any students make mistakes?
What were the main ones?
How did you correct them?

Think of one student at the back of the class, one in the middle, and one at the front.
How many times did each student use the structure?

Think of the free practice at the end.
How many students made sentences using the structure?
What was the most interesting sentence?
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7 Using visual aids

1 Introduction
1. Which of these visual aids have you used in 

your own teaching?

2. How exactly have you used them?

a) Yourself

b) The blackboard

c) Real objects

d) Flashcards

e) Pictures and charts

f) Others

2 Using real objects

Imagine that you have these real objects available in your classroom. Which ones 
could you use to practise the language in the circles?

Isthere 
^Are there ...?)

(X  is made of.. .̂ )

[Expressions of'

I colour, shape, t 
Vsize.

Prepositions of place: in, 
on, beside,

Present perfect tense 
(have just.. . -ed)
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Unit 7 Using visual aids

3 Using flashcards
A. Here are two sets of flashcards. What language could you practise using each 

set?

B. Think of four other objects that could replace ‘broom’ or ‘knife’ in the 

dialogues below.

Could you lend me a broom? 

0 / ------------

Yes, of course.
What do you want it for?

1 want to sweep the floor.

Could you lend me a knife?

Yes, of course.
I What do you want it for?

want to cut up some vegetables.

Copy the pictures of the broom and the knife onto flashcards. Then make four 

more flashcards showing the other objects.
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Unit 7 Using visual aids

4 Using charts
Can you think of pictures or diagrams which would make these texts clearer and 
more interesting?
Design a chart to accompany each text.

A.

One day, Paula and Richard decided to make a kite. First they 
went out and found two straight sticks of the same length. They 
brought them back home and tied them with a piece of string 
into the shape of a cross. Then they took some more string and 
used it to tie the four ends of the sticks together. Then, they 
spread some brightly coloured paper over the frame and glued it 
around the string. They stuck a tail made of paper to one of the 
corners, and tied a long string to the centre of the kite. On the 
next windy day, they took the kite to a hill near their house and 
flew it.

B.

In order to stay healthy it is important to have a balanced diet -  
in other words, food that contains something from each of the 
three main groups of food. These groups are protein, carbo
hydrate, and fat.

Proteins are very important for building our bodies; they help 
us to build new cells as old ones die. Meat and dairy products are 
major sources of protein, but not the only ones — we can also get 
protein from fish, eggs and beans.

Carbohydrate and fat are important to enable us to store 
energy -  they provide fuel for the body. Carbohydrates are 
found in sugar, and in cereals such as rice, maize and wheat. Fats 
are found in vegetable oil, in butter, and in nuts.

Our body also needs minerals, such as iron and calcium, and 
vitamins. Fish, vegetables and milk contain most of the minerals 
we need. Vitamins are found in fresh vegetables and fruit.

(based on texts from Living English Book 3: H.M. Abdoul-Fetouh et al.)
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Unit 7 Using visual aids

5 Lesson preparation

1. Look at lessons you will teach soon, or look at a series of lessons in a suitable 
textbook. Find places where visual aids would be useful (but where there are 
no visuals in the textbook). Think about visual aids that might help you to:

present new vocabulary or structures practise vocabulary or structures 

introduce a new topic review language from previous
introduce a text lessons

2. Plan two different uses of visual aids. Use any of the aids introduced in this 
unit.

Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you ha ve taught the lesson.

Which two kinds of visual aids did you use? Describe briefly what they were and what you used 
them for.

a)

b)

For each of the visual aids you used, think about these questions.

In general, how much better was your lesson because you used visual aids? Much better? a bit 
better? about the same? worse?
Why?

Did you use a large picture or chart? If so:
-  How did you display it?
-  Was your method of display successful?

Did you use drawings or pictures? If so:
-  Think of one student at the front, one at the side, and one at the back of your class.
-  Could they all see?
-  Did they all understand?
-  What did they each do during this part of the lesson?

How much time did you spend preparing the visual aid?
Do you expect to use it again? What will you use it for?
Is there another teacher in the school who might use it?
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8 Planning a lesson

1 Using the teacher’s  notes
Does your textbook have teacher’s notes? 
If so, look at the notes for one lesson.

Do the notes clearly tell you:

Yes No

a) the aims of the lesson?

b) what language is taught in the lesson?

c) the main stages of the lesson?

d) how to teach the lesson?

2 Aims of the lesson
A. Here is part of a first year lesson. Students ask and answer questions from the 

table, then ask other questions.

(adapted from 

Welcome to English 
Book 1: M. Bates 

and J. Higgens)

What seems to be the aim of the lesson?

When do you  

When does your friend

get up?
eat breakfast?
wash?
go to school? 
finish school? 
go to bed? 
sleep?

In the morning. 
In the afternoon. 
In the evening. 
At night.

When do you clean your teeth?
meet your friends? 
play games? 
learn English?
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Unit 8 Planning a lesson

B. Three different teachers are about to teach the lesson. Compare their 

comments.

‘What are you going to teach today?’ 

Teacher A: B H l

We’re doing Lesson 15.
It’s question and answer practice 

using a substitution table.

Teacher B:

We’re going to practise 
present simple questions with 
‘When . . and time expressions.

Teacher C:

We’re going to practise asking 
and answering questions using the 
present simple, so that students learn 
to talk about everyday activities and 

when they do them.

Which teacher has the clearest idea of the aim of the lesson?

3 Stages of the lesson
1. Two teachers describe lessons they gave. For the first one, match the 

description with the lesson stages in the box.

‘Well, first we talked a bit about deserts, and 
what it’s like to travel across a desert. Then we 
read a text about an explorer who’s crossed 
every desert in the world, and the students 
answered questions on it. In the text, there 
were several examples of the present perfect 

tense; I wrote some of these on the board, 
and I gave a few more examples orally. Then 
we did a grammar exercise in the textbook. 

After that, I asked students to make up their 
own questions using “Have you ever .. .?”, to 

ask each other.’

1. Introduction.

2. Reading.

3. Presentation

4. Practice.

5. Production.
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Unit 8 Planning a lesson

2. Now write the stages of this teacher’s lesson in the box.

‘First we reviewed words for clothes, which 
the students had learnt last week, and then I 

taught them adjectives to describe materials 
(woollen, cotton, leather, etc.), and wrote 
them on the board. Then we looked at some 

pictures of people in the textbook, and they 

made sentences about them (“She’s wearing 
a green cotton dress”). Then I asked them to 
write a few sentences about themselves, 
beginning “Last weekend I was wearing. . .”
After that we read a text in the book about 
clothes people wear in different countries.’

4 A lesson  plan
Here is the lesson plan the teacher made for the second lesson in Activity 3. The 
teacher’s notes accompanying the textbook only gave the most basic information, 
so he added several ideas of his own. Which parts do you think he added 
himself? How do they improve the lesson?

Aim, To pmctise/ talking akm£clothes,m aterials *  colours.
NewvocaJp. Adjective'S; mo\itv\,ieaJdn&r,cotton,nylon,plastic. 
Sfrucbwnes ?r&ent continuous- ... is w a rin g ... (revision).

1. Review Show pickwnts of clothes. *k$ivc wowks-. coat, 
shirt?, trousers, etc

1 . ?r&MbaJknor\ $Woiai objects waie of m oi, lestbHev, plastic, etc. 
FYesenb new adjectives. Write, them on bhe- boaytL.

3. 'hacHoe 1) p. 93 2* Look a t pictures anA make sentences 
e.g. 'She's wearing a. grem cotton duress', 

z) ?AirwtMc. A: WHot's she wearing ?

t>: SMes wearing a green cotton dress.

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Unit 8 Planning a lesson

4. Ivrtbmfl 1) Write,on board, -- 'loab utek-end. I was ^earing... *

$6 wvifce szv\b€Mces abou t tlnewselv-es.
2) Collect about IDôfcuolewts' papers. Fead.then out. 

OïM&œ Quern wto wntot.-theml

5. Readim 1) WLtt ow boMd.-- Ask: M ie*€Alr&#W iJ?

Iajtint's the e(midire> like? 
Ul'mfc (ko peop)e Near-bhete?

i) U r e a l te x t  ÿ- H  ̂ ilevibLy, and-find. ansi*je*51© 
guid ing qwesfciow?.

3) Ask <*vul answer question p. 94.

5 Lesson preparation
1. Choose a lesson which you will teach soon, or find a lesson in a suitable textbook. 

If you have a teacher’s book, look at the notes on the lesson. Do the notes tell 

you everything you need to do? Is there anything you could add to the lesson 
that is not in the notes, e.g.:

your own examples your own introduction to a text 
more practice your own questions
visual aids review of previous lessons

2. Write a lesson plan. The plan should include:
- the aim of the lesson;

- new vocabulary or structures;
- the main stages of activity;
- detailed notes for each stage;
- any visual aids you need.
Use the lesson plan given in Activity 4 to help you.
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Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

1. What was the aim of the lesson?

2. What new structures or vocabulary did you teach?

3. Write down the main stages you actually followed In the lesson. About how long did each stage 
last?

Time
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Think about these questions.

Did the lesson plan help you? If so, in what way?
In what ways was your lesson different from the plan?

Think about each stage of the lesson.
Did you spend: too long? not long enough? the right amount of time?
How did you move from one stage to the next? What did you say to the class?

Think about the aims and the language you taught.
How many of the students learned what you set out to teach? How do you know?

Unit 8 Planning a lesson
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9 Teaching basic reading

1 Learning to read
1. Here are some English words written in Newscript: 

school

class VI02. 

student aLl,Xa-cyl 

teacher

Here are the words in a different order. Can you recognise them?

H 5 * -

Now cover the page down to this line.

2. Match the Newscript with the English words.

student ........ ...............

H&a. teacher ............ ............

class ........................

2. \ school ........................

Write the Newscript words in the correct place.

m  v m/r r
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Unit 9 Teaching basic reading

3. Read this text.

In our town, there are only two 2 .^a Jx  . This is not enough for so many 

people, so they are vety crowded. In my 2-̂ a-J there are 1000 X i^scy la ., 

and only 25 ljlif\a- . There are 50 a l^ s 'e y l* . in my H 52.. In some 

H52.X. there are even more.

4. Find these words in the text below.
class teacher students

K x  y | 5a  3 \  hy|>

30 ll,*.reyVa. ,  ̂ 3Ll,XsrCŶ t 

^  *ji>* >v ■\n a_ oys P

Now follow the text while the teacher reads. Then answer these questions.
- How are -ing and the written in Newscript?
- What is this letter? 8

2 Look and say
Here is a technique for helping students to recognise words, using wordcards.

1. Hold up the first card (‘a table’). Point to 
the card and say the words. Ask the class 

to repeat once.
Do the same with the other cards.
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2. Hold up the cards again, in a different 
order. This time, say nothing, and pause to 
give the whole class a chance to look at the 
word.

What is the advantage of using wordcards for this activity?

3 Simple reading tasks

Which word is different from the others?
a) doctor nurse hospital ambulance tractor
b) student lion elephant monkey bear
c) orange rice lemon mango banana
d) sleep walk jump kick run

Choose the correct sentence.
a) H e’s kicking a ball.
b) He’s catching a ball.
c) He’s throwing a ball.

Do these things.
a) Point to the window.
b) Give a book to your friend.
c) Raise your left hand.
d) Put your finger to your lips.
e) Put your hands on your head.
f) Stand up, and then sit down again.

\ \\ \\  V ///// r



Unit 9 Teaching basic reading

Match the two halves of the sentences.
a) I ran to the station
b) The postman knocked on my door
c) The doctor gave me an injection
d) I bought some lemonade

because I was thirsty, 
because my leg hurt terribly, 
because I was late, 
because there was a letter for me.

Choose one of these tasks. Design a similar activity, using words or structures that 
would suit your class.

4 Sounds and spelling

Look at these examples. What does each one show about English sounds and 
spelling? Think of more examples of each type.

5 Lesson preparation

1. Prepare an activity which will focus on reading at an elementary level.
Choose one of these:
- simple word recognition practice using wordcards
- a simple reading task
- an activity focussing on sound/spelling relationships
If there is a suitable activity in your textbook, use it or adapt it.

2. Plan the steps you would follow in the activity, and prepare any materials you 
would need.
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Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

1. What activity did you use? Briefly describe it.

2. Write down the steps you followed.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Think about these questions.

What is the general level of the class? Can they:
-  read only a few words with difficulty?
-  understand simple sentences?
-  read simple texts?

Was your activity above/at/below this level?

Think about individual students. Which students in your class:
-  can read better than most?
-  cannot read as well as most?
-  cannot read at all?
What did these students do during the activity?
How did you help the weaker students?

How many students were actively involved in reading?
How many were just listening to the others or doing nothing? 
What could you do to involve more of the class?

Did you use wordcards? If so, did you:
-  hold them yourself?
-  get students to hold them?
-  stick them on the wall?
How well did this work?
Was the time spent preparing the cards worthwhile?
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10 Teaching pronunciation

1 Introduction

Think about your students’ pronunciation. What are their main problems?

Consonants Vowels Stress Intonation

2 Focussing on a difficult sound

A. Imagine that you want to focus on a sound which students find difficult. 

Which of these steps are most important? Which are not necessary?

Say the sound alone.

Say the sound in a word.

Contrast it with other sounds.

Write words on the board.

Explain how to make the sound.

Get students to repeat the sound 

in chorus.

Get individual students to repeat 

the sound.

'fh'-'rh!
'th lH k'thank you‘\

fL is te n :  
' t ' - ' t h

!Look-tongue between 
your teerh. Ur the 
air go through: 'th J  »

/ Everyone 
i
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B. Work in groups.

Teacher A: Choose a sound. Teach it to the others in your group. Help them 

with any difficulties.

The others: Imagine you are students. Make the same mistakes as your own 

students would.

3 Practising sounds

M inim al pairs

1 2 
will well

Listen, and say the number: 1 or 2.

Missing words

Say a word to fill the gap.
a) A boy and a ....................
b) First, second and....................
c) A pigeon is a kind o f....................

Now listen to some more sentences, and say the missing words.

Making sentences

Make three sentences. In each sentence, use one word from 
group 1 and one word from group 2.

Group 1 Group 2
last fast calm farm part rabbit
dark black glad party jam car

marvellous bad hat man

Choose a sound that your students find difficult. 

Make up an exercise like one of these to practise it.
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4 Stress

1. Look at these words and phrases.

- Which syllables are stressed? Mark them like this: disappointed

- In the unstressed syllables, which vowels are reduced? Mark them like this: 
disgppoinl©j

disappointed a kilo of sugar

attractive give me an orange

trousers I’d like some coffee

suppose he was late again

perfect we can leave as soon as you are ready

2. How could you show the stress pattern of a sentence in class:

- using your voice?

- using gestures?

- using the blackboard?

5 Intonation

Look at these remarks. Which would normally have a rising intonation? Which 

would have a falling intonation?

G
A: Who’s that? 

B: It’s George.

How could you show intonation patterns in class?
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6 Practising stress and intonation

Imagine that you want your class to repeat the sentences below.

- Practise saying the sentences.

- Mark the stressed syllables.

- Mark places where you could divide the sentences for ‘back-chaining’.

- Mark rising or falling intonation.

(The first one is done for you.)

b) Have you ever been to London?

c) She’s wearing a green dress.

d) What are you doing?

e) I haven’t seen her for years.

f) Do you mind if I open the window?

g) You can sit down if you like.

7 Lesson preparation_______________________________

1. Choose an aspect of pronunciation that your students (or other learners that 

you know) find difficult - it may be individual sounds, stress or intonation.

2. Plan part of a lesson focussing on the problem. Plan a short presentation 

followed by some practice.
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Self-evaluation Sheet Complete this after you ha ve taught the lesson.

1. Which pronunciation problem did you focus on in your lesson?

2. Write down the steps you followed in dealing with the problem.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Think about these questions.

How many of the class:
-  have problems with pronunciation?
-  had the particular problem you dealt with In your lesson?

Think of one student with good pronunciation.
What did you do to involve him or her in the activity?

Think of one student with poor pronunciation.
How much did he or she improve as a result of the activity?

How did the students react to the activity?
Do you think they felt it was: useful? interesting?
Why / Why not?

How much time did the activity take?
Was it more or less than you expected?
Was it too much time to spend on pronunciation? Or not enough?

Do you think you will do an activity like this again?
If so, what will you do differently next time?
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Reference sheet: Weak vowels

The syllables in italics are all unstressed, and are pronounced /a/ or / 1/.

A. Words with/3/
Occupations: teacher, driver, painter, doctor, actor, sailor.

Comparatives: better, longer, bigger, larger.

Beginning ‘a-’: about, ago, asleep, along, around.

Ending ‘-ory’, ‘-ary’: factory, library, history, temporary.

Ending ‘-ion’, ‘-ian’: nation, Egyptian, information, Russian.

Ending ‘-man’: woman, policeman, Englishman, countryman.

Others: sugar, island, season, person, lesson, bottom, breakfast, second, 

central, chocolate, parent, happen, pleasant.

B. Words with/1/
Days: Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, etc.

Numbers: Twenty, thirty, forty, etc.

Plurals: horses, matches, glasses, boxes, etc.

Third person endings: washes, finishes, misses, dresses, etc.

Past forms: married, hurried, visited, waited, etc.

Superlatives: longest, shortest, biggest, fastest, etc.

Ending ‘-age’, ‘-ege’: luggage, marriage, language, college.

Beginning ‘be-’, ‘re-’: begin, behave, before, because, religion, remain, reply, 

remember.

Others: market, packet, orange, chicken, kitchen, women.
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Background text: Structures and 
functions

The ultimate aim of all English teaching is for students to ‘know English’, or at 

least know enough English for whatever purpose they have in learning the 

language. In this text we shall consider what ‘knowing English’ entails - in other 

words, what are the aspects of the language that need to be learnt?

This question appears to be fairly straightforward. Clearly, students need to 

develop skills, e.g. speaking, listening, reading and writing; how much attention is 

paid to each skill will depend on the students’ needs and interests.

Within the productive skills (speaking and writing), we can say that students 

need to learn words and phrases to express meanings in English; they also need 

to be able to produce basic structures correctly. In speaking, this will involve 

learning the sound system and stress and intonation patterns; in writing, it will 

involve learning features of the writing system, such as spelling and punctuation. 

Since we do not speak or write in isolated sentences, they will also need to learn 

ways of joining sentences together in connected speech or writing.

Within the receptive skills (listening and reading), we can say that students 

need to understand words and structures in their spoken and written forms, and 

also understand the connecting devices that link them together. (All of this says 

nothing, of course, about how students learn, and does not necessarily mean that 

all these items need to be individually taught.)

A student who has learnt all these things, then, would be able to understand 

connected speech and writing and produce correct sentences in English. But 

this does not quite amount to ‘knowing English’; for language is not merely 

an abstract system which is used for making correct sentences; it is a way of 

communicating with other people. ‘Knowing English’, therefore, must mean 

knowing how to communicate in English. This involves not only producing 

language correctly, but using language for particular purposes; for example, being 

able to give advice in English, make predictions, describe people. We call these 

the functions (or ‘communicative functions’) of language.

Here are some examples of common English structures and the functions they 

express:

Structures Functions
There’s a hotel in the town centre. Describing 

I’m going to study engineering. Expressing intention

I wish I’d left earlier. Expressing regret

The population is likely to increase. Making a prediction 

You can go home now. Giving permission

(Note that one communicative function can be expressed by a range of different 

structures, e.g. intention can be expressed by ‘I’m going to’, ‘I’m planning to’, ‘I 

intend to’, etc.)
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Background text: Structures and functions

If learners are able not only to produce and understand structures like those in 

the examples, but also use them to express the communicative functions they 

need, that is, to do things through language, we say that they have 

‘communicative competence’ in the language.

How does this affect language learning and teaching? Obviously, students do 

not need to ‘learn’ functions, since they are universal to all languages; but they 

do need to learn how to express these functions in English. Recognising the 

importance of functions will give the lesson a different emphasis, and students 

will be more aware of why they are practising particular structures. For example, 

in a class where the teacher is aware of functions as well as structures, students 

will not learn ‘there is/are’ for its own sake or because it is a ‘useful structure’. 

Rather, they will learn how to describe places, and in doing so will practise ‘there 

is/are’, as well as other necessary structures (e.g. place prepositions). Rather than 

doing a series of exercises which practise ‘going to’ for no obvious reason, 

students will practise using this structure for a recognisable communicative 

purpose: for example, to talk about their own intentions and plans.

This same difference of emphasis is shown in the comments of the three 

teachers in Unit 8 Activity 2. Teacher B is concerned with teaching a useful 

structure; Teacher C is aware not only of the structure but also of the function 

the structure is used for. Of the two lessons, Teacher C ’s is likely to have a much 

clearer purpose.

Discussion

1. Look at the exercises in these activities:

- Unit 6 Activities 1 and 2

- Unit 7 Activity 3B

- Unit 13 Activity 1

What functions are the structures used for?
2. Look at a lesson in your textbook or a suitable textbook. What are the main 

structures taught? What communicative function do the structures express?

3. Look at the Contents page in your textbook. Do the descriptions of each unit 

emphasise the structures taught or the functions?
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11 Teaching handwriting

1 What style to teach?

Them k you for your letter o f I H h  How are these three
styles different?

■fhiWlfc 0OU/ fijy  tyOU/V WtiUB/T (rf-1 Ẑ-feU, Which one do you
think is:

- easiest to learn?

- most useful?

2 Teaching a new letter

Imagine you are teaching a new letter. Which of these steps are important? 

Which are not important?

Draw lines on the board.

Write the letter clearly on the board.

Describe how the letter is formed.

Say the name of the letter.

Give the sound of the letter.

Students repeat the name of the letter.

Students repeat the sound.

Students draw the letter in the air.

Students copy the letter in their books.

. . .  round, up, 
/ and botoK 
/ down again
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Unit 11 Teaching handwriting

3 Practice

Work in groups.
Teacher A: Choose a letter. Teach it to the others in your group. Help them with 

any difficulties.

The others: Imagine you are students. Practise writing the new letter. Make the 

same mistakes as your own students would.

4 Simple copying tasks

Match the questions with the answers, then write them out.

What'S tWa kuna? Yes, 1 love tham .

Do you Uke orange*? A t h a lf  past savart.

Whon do ysu gab up? No, 1 30 by bus.

Do you useji’. bo school ? It's tw o  o 'c lock .

B.

Copy the true sentences only.

Tht* wicuo^is w w/rwig A/ hot. 

He's camjutg otsbioic.
He's ruvmivy.

He's s wiling.

c.
Some of these are farm  animals, others are wild animals. Write 

them in two lists.

ü r i"  ani.ma.ls Wi.lA o.ni.m»-ls

aoat ̂ L9er Viorse 

U ^ c x lo
tuon be<xr chicken 

C-OU) c<xrnet

Viorse. l io n
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Unit 11 Teaching handwriting

5 Handwriting problems_______________________________________

■fress ajft, eAv"iVw3j What handwriting

©«j “1 ̂  t  b i °< ^ u n rH ^  •Hve f  W A . <xlreo~ikcs problems do these
students seem to have?

b ea-M ¿Twt- V\ „

yoCJevtt* ; Tke Tkee s ' 9 j

a  o f  !k<z. f o r c - s f "  h < f j  £ i.(i-ea .J/y  liei/l Cm.4
AalJi1 .

Choose one of the problems. Plan a short piece of teaching to focus on the problem.

6 Lesson preparation

1. Collect examples of your own students’ handwriting or samples of writing 

from other learners. Choose one problem that most of the students seem to 

have.

2. Plan part of a lesson in which you would focus on the problem. Prepare a 

short presentation followed by some practice.
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Unit 11 Teaching handwriting

Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

1. Which handwriting problem did you focus on in your lesson?

2. Write down the steps you followed in dealing with the problem.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Think about these questions.

Was the activity useful for: all the class? most of the class? some of the class? 
Was it easy or difficult for most students?
Think of one good student and one weak student. What did each of them do?

How much time did the activity take?
Was it more/less than you expected?
Was it too much time to spend on handwriting? Or not enough?

Was your teaching successful?
Did the students understand the point you were teaching?
What improvement did you notice in their writing?

Think of a similar activity for a future lesson.
When would you focus on handwriting again?
What would you do next time?
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Unit 11 Teaching handwriting

Reference sheet: Letter formation

Small letters

This shows:
- the small letters divided into ‘shape groups’ (letters in each group have the 

same basic shape);

- basic shapes, which students can practise before they learn the letters in the 

group;

- how the letters are formed (indicated by the arrows).

LUX iLix

ooc eu, 
rm  hW i

jyjy

ia  m  l k  t  

j

%  w  z

Capital letters

Capital letters are shown here in alphabetical order, but could be taught at the 

same time as the corresponding small letter.

K  "B C "D  t  "F 5  "H" ‘I

L r i  % , 0  -‘P Q/R-

5 t  *U V V  T  Y  Z
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12 Pairwork and groupwork

1 Pair and group activities

A. Work in pairs. Ask and answer the questions.

B.

What happens i f . . .

a) you eat unripe fruit?

b) you eat too much food?

c) you leave ice in the sun?

d) you drive over broken glass?

e) you drop a match into a can of 

petrol?

f) you sit in the sun too long?

g) you leave milk for a few days?

Now think of two more questions like this. 

Wprk in pairs.

1. Can you answer these questions?

- What is acid rain?

- How is it caused?

- What damage does it do?

2. Read the text and find the answers.

3. Underline all the words in the text 

which you do not understand.

With your partner, try to guess what 

they mean.

Throughout Europe, and also in 
other areas of the world such as India, 
China and parts of America, forests 
are being destroyed. According to one 
prediction, 90% of Germany’s forests 
will have vanished by the end of the 

century. This destruction is caused 
by air pollution. Power stations and 
cars are mainly responsible — they 
emit gases into the air which, after a 
series of chemical changes, turn into 
toxic acids. These acids fall as ‘acid 
rain’, raising the level of acidity in the 

soil, in lakes and in rivers to danger
ous levels, and destroying not only 

trees but also fish and other wildlife. 
The industrialised world is slowly 

waking up to the fact that urgent 
action is needed to reduce air pollu
tion, otherwise our environment will 
be damaged beyond repair.

W s  V-7/77/ r
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Unit 12 Pairwork and groupwork

C. Work in groups.

1. Which of these people earns the most 

money in your country? Write them in a 

list, starting with the highest paid and 

ending with the lowest paid.

2. Who do you think should earn the most 

money? Who should earn more, and 

who should earn less?

2 Advantages and problems

What are the advantages of using pairwork and groupwork? 

What problems might there be?

Advantages Problems

How could you overcome the problems?

3 Organising pairwork

Teacher X had an intermediate class. She presented ‘like /  don’t like’, and then 

she used this exercise for freer practice in pairs:

Exercise 3 Likes and dislikes

Pairwork. Ask what your friend likes and doesn’t like.
Ask about:

food sport music school subjects

nurse farm worker

doctor taxi driver

teacher engineer
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Unit 12 Painuork and groupwork

The pictures below show what she did before, during and after the activity.

Before: During:

A // right - Exercise 5, 
Sir in pairs■ Ask anc! 
answer the Questions.

v~xrf

After:

Everyone fin ished? 
Qoocf, Now look 
a t exercise 4-..,

— v r- 1i

Do you think the activity was successful?

What do you think might have gone wrong? 

What could she do to make it more successful?

4 Dividing the class

1. Here are two rows of a class of 50 students. The desks are fixed, and the 

students sit on chairs. How could you divide the class into:

- pairs?

- small groups?

What instructions would you give?

2. Draw a plan of your own class. Show how you would divide the class for a 
pairwork or a groupwork activity.
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Unit 12 Pairwork and groupwork

5 Activities in class

1. Which of these activities do you often do in your own class?

pattern practice
practising short dialogues

reading a text and answering questions

short writing exercises

discussions

grammar exercises

2. Discuss each activity.

- Could you use pairwork or groupwork for part of the activity?

- If so, exactly what would students do in pairs or groups?

- What would you need to do before the pair/groupwork stage? 

Is there anything you would do after it?

6 Lesson preparation

1. Look at a lesson which you will teach soon, or find a lesson in a suitable 

textbook. Choose an activity (or part of an activity) which would be suitable for 

pairwork or groupwork.

2. Plan that part of the lesson.

- Decide how to divide the class into pairs or groups. (Use the plan you drew 

in Activity 4.)

- Plan an introduction or demonstration, to make it clear to the class what 

they have to do.
- Plan a short ‘round-up’ stage to follow the pair/group activity.

Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

1. What was the activity?
Did you organise the class in pairs or in groups?

2. What skills did students practise: speaking? writing? reading? listening?
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Unit 12 Pairwork and groupwork

3. Write down the main steps you followed in the activity.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Think about these questions.

How did students respond to working in pairs/groups?
Did they find it: enjoyable? useful? difficult?

How long did the activity last?
Did it last a longer or a shorter time than you expected?

What did you do while the pair/group activity was going on?
Did you:
-  listen to students?
-  watch students?
-  help students who were confused?
-  correct students’ mistakes?
-  take part in the activity?
Which of these was the most useful? Which was the least useful?

Did you find it difficult to:
-  divide students into pairs/groups?
-  get the activity started?
-  control the activity?
-  stop the activity?
How did you overcome these difficulties?
How might you overcome them next time?

Look again at the list of advantages and problems on page 58.
Has your opinion about any of them changed as a result of your lesson?
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13 Writing activities

1 Controlled writing

Gap-filling Listen to the teacher, then write out the complete
sentences.

Paper.................. wood. It .......................  the
Chinese in

B.

Re-ordering words Write the sentences correctly.

We/six o’clock/and/tea/drink/get up/at.
Then/the patients/wake/go/and/the wards/we/round. 
Sometimes/medicines/injections/them/we/or/give.

C.

Substitution Write a true sentence like this about yourself. 

Samir enjoys playing football and reading adventure stories.

D.

Correct the facts Re-write the sentences so that they match the 
picture.

At the market, I saw an old 

woman sitting in a chair. She 
was selling eggs. It was 
raining.
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Unit 13 Writing activities

2 Writing based on a text

Jopley is a small town in the north of England. It is on the River 
Ouse, not far from Leeds. The town has a wide main street, with a 
stone church, the town hall and a cinema. There is a large 
supermarket in the town centre, and many smaller shops and 

cafes. Most people in Jopley work in the local factory, which 
produces farm machinery.

1. Write a similar paragraph about Bexham. Use these notes: 

Bexham - small village - south coast.
Narrow street - two shops - church.
Most people — farmers. Grow vegetables, wheat.

2. Now write about your own town or village.

Adapt this exercise so that it is about your own country.

Then discuss:
- What difficulty might your students have in writing the paragraph?

- What preparation could you do to make the activity easier?

3 Oral preparation

1. This teacher is building up notes on the board for a description of Cairo, in 

Egypt.

Cairo - capita in the north on the* Nile %

1

is i t  ot big city ? Ho tv Many people A  are there ?
---- ----------- -

yes, very b ig . 
Abourw Million.

What were the teacher’s first three questions? 

What will he write next?
\\\\\ y  ///// r
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Unit 13 Writing activities

2. The teacher wants to elicit these other 

facts about Cairo, and write them on the 

board.

What questions could he ask?

Important business centre
- international hotels Tourists:
-  Tb& Pyramids (  zsoo sc)
- m a n  i f  fa m o u s  m o sq u es

- m a r k e t a r e a  (g o ty c o p w itr tit r )  

M & ry c n w d e d - t r a f f i c  p ro b le m s

- new m de rgnm d  railw ay

4 Correcting written work

Here are four teachers’ techniques for correcting written work.

Teacher A:

I collect the books at the 

end of the lesson, and correct 

them during the lunch hour. 

Then I give the books back 

the next day.

Teacher B: 3x.
I just go through the answers and get 

students to correct their own work. 

Sometimes I write sentences on the 

board.

Teacher C:

I ask the students to sit in pairs and 

correct each other’s work, helping 

each other. Then we all go through 

the answers together.

Teacher D:

I ask students to exchange books with the 

person next to them. Then I go through the 

answers and they correct each other’s work.

Which of these techniques would succeed in your class?

5 Lesson preparation

1. Prepare a short writing activity for a lesson. Use any of the techniques 

introduced in this unit. If there is a suitable activity in the textbook, use it or 

adapt it. The activity should develop writing skills, not just practise grammar.

2. Plan carefully:
- any material you need for the activity (e.g. texts, pictures);

- anything you would write on the blackboard;

- any oral preparation you would need to do before the activity.
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Unit 13 Writing activities

Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

1. What kind of writing activity did you do? Briefly describe it.

2. Write down the main stages of the activity.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Think about these questions.

Did you use an activity in the textbook? If so:
-  How successful was it?
-  Could you have changed it or improved it in any way?

Did you adapt an activity from the textbook? If so:
-  How successful was your adaptation?
-  Would you make any other changes next time?

Did you use an activity of your own? If so:
-  How well did it work?
-  How could you improve it next time?

How long did the activity take?
How much time was spent on: oral preparation/discussion? writing? follow-up/correction?

Do you think the time spent on writing was too long? about right? not long enough?

Was it a good idea to do the activity in class (rather than for homework)?
What advantages were there? Were there any disadvantages?

Did most students find the writing task easy or difficult?
Were any students unable to complete the task?
If so, did you help them? How?

Did any students finish before the others?
How did you keep them involved?

What mistakes did students make? How serious were they?
Did you correct them? How successful were your corrections?
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14 Eliciting

1 Eliciting from pictures

A teacher uses this picture to elicit vocabulary. Below are the answers she 

wants the students to give. What questions should she ask?

T: ................................................................................................................ ?

Ss: Farmers. They’re returning from the fields.

T: ................................................................................................................. ?

Ss: Donkeys. A buffalo.

T: ................................................................................................................. ?
Ss: He’s riding the donkey.

T: .................................................................................................................  ?

Ss: It’s evening. End of the day.

T: .................................................................................................................  ?

Ss: Because the sun is low. It’s setting.

T: ................................................................................................................. ?

Ss: They’re going home.



Unit 14 Eliciting

B.

You are using this picture to elicit the words 

in the box. What questions could you ask? 

What other words could you elicit from the 
picture?

rice

to plant 

by hand 

bend down 

rows

2 Getting students to guess

What do these examples show?

Can you think of more examples of the same type? 
Write them down.

Egypt - Egyptian^ 

Russia - Russian 

Brazil - Brazilian

interesting - more interesting 

beautiful - more beautiful

buy - 

catch - 

think -

bought 

caught 

thoughtJ

(sleep

meet

slept

met

leaf

loaf

leaves

loaves

ireei - ieii j
date late make

short - shorter^ play say day

big - bigger J wait sail pain )
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3 Getting students to imagine

Why is she standing 

here? What has 

happened?

How does she feel? 

Why?

What is she thinking? 

Write some of her 

thoughts in a few 
words.

Imagine this is a 

scene from a film. 

What will happen 

next?

A. Look at the picture and answer the questions.

Where is this woman 

standing?

What is she wearing?

What is she doing?

What is she holding 

in her hand?

What time of day is 

it?

How are the questions on the left of the picture different from those on the right?

B. Think of three interesting questions to ask about the picture below. The 

questions should encourage students to interpret the picture or to imagine 
something. Write your questions down.

C. Think of similar questions to ask about the pictures in Activity 1.
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Unit 14 Eliciting

4 Lesson preparation

1. Choose a lesson which you will teach soon, or find a lesson in a suitable 

textbook. Focus on parts of the lesson where you would normally present new 

language or introduce a topic. Choose five items that you could try to elicit 
from the class instead of simply presenting them.

Plan exactly how you would elicit these items. Write down the questions you 

would ask.

2. Are there any pictures, texts or dialogues in the lesson?

If so, write three questions you could ask about them which would require 

students to interpret or to use their imagination.
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Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

1. What words or structures did you try to elicit? Write them down.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Write either I  or P against each one. (E = you managed to elicit the item (a student gave the 
word or structure correctly); P = no-one knew the item, so you presented it.)
Were you able to elicit more or less than you expected?

2. Write down the three questions you asked which required students to interpret or imagine.

a)

b) 

c)

What answers did students give?
How many students answered?

Think about these questions.

How did the class react when you elicited words?
Did they seem: eager to answer? involved? shy? confused?

Was it at all difficult to:
-  control the class?
-  lead students towards the answer you wanted?
-  involve weaker students?
How could you overcome these difficulties?
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15 Reading activities

1 Pre-reading activities

Work in groups. Do one of these activities before you read the text.

A.

You are going to read a text about the earthquake in the picture. 
What would you like to know about the earthquake? Write 

down at least Jive questions, which you hope the text will answer.
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Unit 15 Reading activities

B.

You are going to read a text about the earthquake in the picture. 
Try to imagine what the text will tell you about: 
buildings 
boats 
people
hills around the city 
trains

the land and the sea

C.

You are going to read a text about the earthquake in the picture. 
Here are some words and phrases from the text. Can you guess 
how they are used in the text?

the sea-bed the Richter scale a huge wave 

tremors massive shocks having a bath 

Tokyo and Yokohama

Now read the text.

At two minutes to noon on 1 September 1923, the great clock in 
Tokyo stopped. Tokyo Bay shook as if a huge rug had been 

pulled from under it. Towering above the bay, the 4,000 metre 
Mount Fuji stood above a deep trench in the sea. It was from this 

trench that the earthquake came, at a magnitude of 8.3 on the 
Richter scale.

The sea drew back for a few moments. Then, a huge wave 
swept over the city. Boats were carried inland, and buildings and 
people were dragged out to sea. The tremors dislodged part of a 
hillside, which gave way, brushing trains, stations and bodies 
into the water below. Large sections of the sea-bed sank 

400 metres; the land rose by 250 metres in some places and sank 
in others. Three massive shocks wrecked the cities of Tokyo and 
Yokohama and, during the next six hours, there were 171 
aftershocks.

The casualties were enormous, but there were also some lucky 
survivors. The most remarkable was a woman who was having a 
bath in her room at the Tokyo Grand Hotel. As the hotel 
collapsed, she and her bath gracefully descended to the street, 
leaving both her and the bathwater intact.

(from Earthquakes and Volcanoes: S. Steel)
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2 Using questions on a text

Here are some of the questions which followed the text.

1. What time did the earthquake start?
What time did it finish?

2. Did it start: a) in the mountains?

b) in the sea?
c) in the city?

3. Beside each sentence, write T( =  true), F( =  false) or D/K 
(=  we don’t know from the text).

a) Parts of the sea became deeper.
b) A hillside slid down onto the city.
c) Most people died by drowning.
d) The Grand Hotel survived the earthquake.
e) The woman in the bath survived the earthquake.

Three teachers used the questions in different ways.

Teacher A:

My students sat in groups 

to answer the questions.

Then we went through 

^  the answers together.

Teacher B; ^ _________

1 asked my students to write 

the answers to the questions.

Then we went through the 

answers together.________ ^

Teacher C:

I asked the questions round 

the class, and got different 

y students to answer.______ J

Which approach do you think is the most effective? Why?
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3 Completing a table

Read the text and complete the table below.

A different torch is\ 
used to check the ears 
to make sure there is 
not too much of a 
substance called wax 
which clogs up ears 
and affects the 
patient’s hearing. /

The doctor might 
look in the mouth to 
check the tonsils, 
and check there is 
no swelling in the 
patient’s throat.

The doctor checks 
the patient’s weight 
to make sure they 
are not too light or 
too heavy for their 
height.

y The doctor takes the\ 
/  patient’s pulse by N 

/  putting three fingers 
! over the main artery in 

the wrist. The pulse 
beats are then counted 

\ to see if the patient’s 
\ blood is flowing at the 
\ normal rate. j

The doctor listens to N# 
the patient’s chest with 1 
a stethoscope. This is to | 
make sure the heart I 
and lungs are working /  
properly, A

The feet are checked 
in case there is 
athlete’s foot ora 
fungus called a 
verucca which 
looks like a mole.

The doctor looks inside 
the eyes with a thin 
torch to make sure 
there are no infections 
or eyesight defects.

(from The Young Scientist Book of Medicine: P. Beasant)
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THE DOCTOR
examines: uses: wants to know:

a) * 4 « korcJU. i) a,Yiy ¿nfccbicms ? 
¡Qeyesùphfc ok?

b) Urtiftkfc

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

4 Responding to a text

Work in groups. Read this text and answer the questions.

When you are invited to a meal in Thailand, the words of the 
invitation literally mean ‘come and eat rice’. Indeed, nearly all 
Thai dishes are eaten with rice, which grows there very easily as 
the climate is warm and there is plenty of rain.

The food is always served in neatly cut up pieces, so there is no 
need to use knives and forks but, instead, special spoons and 
forks are used. The Thais used to eat with their hands and there 
are still some people who eat this way. There is a particular way 
of doing it. First they wash their right hand in a bowl of water - 
they only eat with their right hand. They are careful not to let 
the food touch the palm of their hand. After the meal, the hand is 
again carefully washed.

The meal is usually made up of several different dishes, all of 
which are spicy. They are served in bowls which everyone shares, 
though each person has their own bowl of rice. As Thailand has a 
long coastline, it not surprising that fish and shellfish play an 
important part in Thai cooking.

(from What the World Eats: T. and J. Watson) Wh>-
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Unit 15 Reading activities

A. 1. Why is rice a common food in Thailand?

2. Why is fish a common food?

3. Why are knives not needed to eat food?
4. Here are some statements about the traditional way of eating in Thailand. 

Which are true, and which are false?

a) You should wash both hands before eating in Thailand.

b) You should eat with the fingers of the right hand.

c) You should wash your right hand after eating.

B. 1. Write two lists:

- Things that are the same in Thailand as in your own country.

- Things that are different in Thailand from your own country.

2. Imagine you are eating with a Thai family. What would you find most 
unusual. Why?

3. Do you think you would enjoy Thai food? Why? /  Why not?

Compare the questions in A and those in B. What is the difference between 

them?

5 Lesson preparation

1. Choose a text which you will be using soon, or find a suitable text. Look at it 

carefully.

Are there any activities before the text?

How good are the questions? Do they help students to read the text?

Do any questions go beyond the text? Are there any ‘reading tasks’?

2. Plan one or more of these activities:

- a pre-reading activity

- a table for students to complete

- a few questions which require a personal response from the students
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Self-evaluation sheet Complete this a fter you have taught the lesson.

1. What were the main stages of your lesson? Write them down.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

2. At which stages of the lesson (if at all) did you depart from the textbook and use ideas of your 
own? Mark them above, like this: ★

Think about these questions.

Think about the parts of the lesson marked ★.
Did they improve the lesson? If so, how?
If you could teach these parts of the lesson again, what changes would you make?

How did the students react to the text?
Did they find it: interesting? boring? difficult? easy?
Think of the three weakest students in the class.
Could they understand the text? What did you do to help them?

Did students answer questions on the text? If so:
-  Did they answer: orally round the class? in groups? by writing the answers?
-  In general, how well did the questions help students to understand the text?
-  Were any questions: too easy? too difficult? impossible to answer?

Did any questions require personal responses from the students? If so:
-  What were the questions?
-  What different replies did students give?

Did students complete a table? If so:
-  How many students completed it successfully?
-  Were there any problems in: organising the task? going through the answers?
How did you overcome them?
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Background text: Learning a language

We cannot easily evaluate teaching methods without some idea of how students 

learn. Exactly how we learn our own or a second language is still not completely 

certain, but we do know in general terms what is involved in the process of 

language learning. In this text we shall look briefly at three different kinds of 

learning, and consider their importance in learning a language: learning by heart, 
forming habits, and acquiring rules.

Learning by heart

A traditional approach to learning is learning by heart, and many people still 

attempt to learn languages by learning set sentences, dialogues, and texts by 

heart. Learning by heart is likely to be most useful in learning things which are 

fixed and limited, and it is often found to be a useful way of mastering certain 

fixed items in a language, such as numerals or irregular past tense forms. The 

problem with learning by heart as a strategy for learning the whole of a language 

is that language is not something which is limited and finite; using a language 

involves understanding and producing an infinite variety of sentences. For 

example, we could easily learn the following dialogue by heart:

- Do you have any children?

- Yes, a boy and two girls.

We could then say that we have ‘learnt’ a small sample of English. But this in itself 

would be of little use to us; for to speak English we may need to make any one of 

hundreds of questions with ‘Do you . . .?’, and to use the word ‘children’ in 

hundreds of quite different sentences. Learning set sentences by heart may 

enable us to give a few fixed responses, but it is not likely to prepare us for this 

great variety of language that we need to understand and use. It seems clear that 

language is not something that we can ‘learn’ in the same way that we might 

learn a poem or a set of instructions; it is not a body of knowledge but a set of 

skills, so ‘learning a language’ must mean learning to use those skills.

Forming habits

Another view of how language is learnt is to see it as developing a set of ‘habits’ 

which we learn by imitation and which gradually become automatic; in this view, 

language is seen as similar to more mechanical activities such as eating or 

swimming. Central to this view is the belief that children learn their first language 

by imitating their parents and by reinforcement on the part of the parents (the 

parents ‘reward’ correct sentences by responding positively to them). This view of 

language learning is associated with the behaviourist school of psychology and is 

reflected in the audio-lingual approach to language teaching, which was popular
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Background text: Learning a language

in the 1950s and 1960s. Applied to learning a second language, it emphasises 

the importance of repetition and drilling; and as language is thought to be learnt 

by repeating correct sentences, it is considered important for students to avoid 

making errors.
Two main arguments have been put forward against this view of language 

learning. The first argument is concerned with the creative nature of language, 

which we illustrated in the preceding section; in using language we are 

continually required to produce completely new sentences which we may never 

have used or even heard before, and it is difficult to see how we could do this if 

learning depended entirely on imitation and reinforcement. The second 

argument is based on research into the way children learn their first language. 

Research has suggested that children do not learn their first language only, or 

even mainly, by imitation; they frequently produce sentences which they could 

never have heard from adults, and so must have developed independently. A 

simple example of this is children’s use of plural nouns: when English-speaking 

children first begin to use plurals, they often say phrases such as ‘two mans’,

‘three sheeps’. It is clear that they have not learnt to produce these by imitation; 

rather it appears that they have acquired a rule of the language, which at this 

stage they are applying to all plural nouns.

Acquiring rules

This suggests a third view of the language learning process, which sees language 

as a system of rules. Learning a language involves being exposed to samples of 

language that we can understand; from this we can acquire the rules of the 

language and apply them to make an unlimited number of original sentences. 

During the process of learning either our first language or a second language, the 

rules we apply will often be incomplete or slightly different from the actual rules 

of the language, and this will lead to errors. In this view, therefore, errors are a 

natural part of the acquisition process, and need not be completely avoided.

It is important to clarify what we mean by ‘acquiring the rules’ of a language. It 

means being able to apply the rules (in other words, to understand and use the 

language correctly); it does not necessarily mean knowing how to explain the 

rules (in other words, to talk about the language). All native speakers of English 

‘know’ the difference between the present perfect and past tenses, in the sense 

that they use them correctly, but very few would be able to explain the difference; 

by contrast, some learners of English can explain the difference between the two 

tenses (they ‘know’ the rule) but they cannot use the tenses correctly. It is, of 

course, applying the rules that is important in language learning; and in the case 

of our first language this is an entirely subconscious process. It may be that in 

learning a second language too the best way to acquire rules is subconsciously, by 

reading and listening to language we understand and by attempting to 

communicate in the language, rather than by consciously ‘learning grammar’.

We have considered three views of the learning process: learning by heart, 

forming habits by drilling and repetition, and acquiring rules naturally through 

attempts to communicate. All these are valid views of the ways in which language 

skills can be developed although the third is the most powerful. Demonstration
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Background text: Learning a language

and habit formation undoubtedly have a role to play but if our aim is to develop 

the skill to communicate in unpredicted circumstances then we have to provide 
our learners with the opportunity to acquire the underlying rules of the language 

themselves.

Discussion

Following the ideas in this text, what conclusions might you come to about:

1. students’ errors
2. repetition drills

3. explaining grammar rules

4. using English in class
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16 Correcting errors

1 Introduction

Here are three teachers’ approaches to correcting errors. 

Teacher A:
----------------------

I never let my students make 

mistakes. If they say anything 

wrong, I stop them and make 

j them say it correctly. I don’t 

want them to learn bad English 

^  from each other._________

Teacher B:

. j I correct students sometimes, but not 

all the time. If we’re practising one 

particular language point, then I insist 

that they say it correctly. But if 

we’re doing a freer activity then I try 

not to correct too much. If I do correct 

students, I try to do it in an 
encouraging way.

Teacher C:

I try to correct errors as little as possible.

I want my students to express themselves in English 

without worrying too much about making mistakes. 

Sometimes I notice points that everyone gets wrong, 

and deal with them later - but I never interrupt 

students to correct them.

Think of yourself as a learner. Which teacher would you prefer? Why?
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2 Strategies for correcting errors

Here is part of a letter, written by 

a student called Carlos to his 

pen-friend Marco.

You read this text with the class 

in an earlier lesson. Now you 

are asking questions to review 

the main words and structures.

You ask the question: ‘What does Carlos do?’

What would you do if:

a) A student answers: ‘Carlos collects the stamps’.

b) A student answers: ‘He collects’.

c) A student cannot answer at all.

d) One of the weakest students answers: ‘He collecting stamps’.

e) One of the best students answers: ‘He collecting stamps’.

f) A student answers: ‘He writes a letter’.

Dear Marco,
I was very glad to get your letter and to hear about 

all the things you are doing.

Thank you for sending the stamps. They are very 

beautiful and I have added them to my collection.
I am sending you a few photographs of my family. 

The tall girl with dark hair is my elder sister, and the 
shorter one is my cousin.

3 Helping students to correct themselves

1.

2. Here are some sentences spoken by students. What is the error in each one? 

What gestures could you use to help the students correct the errors 
themselves?

Yesterday I 

go to school early.
f He live in London.

An aeroplane is more 

[ faster than a car.

This coat is too big. 

iDo you have a smaller?

Work in pairs. Act out each ‘dialogue’ between the teacher and the student.
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4 Correcting written work

Here is some written work, corrected by a teacher. ,

X ■i/L-fvk -$\IL ynenit iAW<rrTcMCt  AJUlAJi. W hiCUriVlA .
„  t o  hear. CAM«** speak  e ith e r J

1 1 ^  h<S ® '  ’ 1
To U^/l'Ua-v'Cnj mea^uJ fe 1^4- Uw 

JutmA^v).

Dea-f - ¿md- dwywb pjwraU- ca-vuwt Wo-v'" ■&<&. vun̂ w-.
, r beM'uncL fchew

«jjtai az^uUrd^ Wo^p f̂\4

(j^obSw) m-eit uvn^rTiW t ^<?r -r&e+n̂  "for jtya,y*ipljL,

Au,p-fU?ae- -ffuC t +iw-w 9< x  b Z k n  [A'L -£&£ b-uxw-i X i& r te X  .
•> i!

Ute, nmrusi. fu^aie. '^ut bu +&*. lairu»*.
«..-■'-■■■ . 1 - r' ;« htaxMSc toecoĵ  hea/r...

b r r i£ s )  wr^ c^ j ^  kwj c&j t s  OA\d. L t m ^ s  ■ & ._  r e ^ U X

j^e a j^g _  -rfut n^ruiu j ŷ e câ -w ¿wed¿a. ? a^cL

$/M/V'e) , Qtasjf— &nA,~ cLû nvb p^c-pta.

_4 ■ - <WfC at-W£Û  export to danger

1. How could the teacher’s corrections be made:

- clearer?

- less discouraging?

- more useful to the student?

2. Now correct the student’s work yourself.

1 -tftt/ r ib  -t%\sl ly u x it (/wtp<rrt£ucfc /U a v LjL. u  t a a r in ^  .

I f  1 Uklc -rfu. (kiCl&j o| »uavv^ , I  cl£<u?' ca/vvt AfUccb ■

To I ccjZ- kcArCr̂  nuiiiVTvJ to Lo<j l  turc t̂rup̂rfTaAvt _ -flX,r1ctoerv\ Crjs

(ui-mcuv .

Deocf -  a n d -  duynb pw7|>U. ciuvvvct" k£<xr~ -tfta.

jZAZ-en l|  + f a  C lO O u U ^ J t  Kc«-p|2^(\<l Ua, i f v e L r  b i U ^ .  TV u a  ¿3 

•tfu- uvnf^rtiuvt P^Ujmvu ^ ? r  . Ttrr JtyOu\njpisL.}

f ix jj^ jy ^ jL . t fu C t  +& £ ij r id s .  a .  tw^ki- w-t -tfo. \ u u u ^  A & r & s t  .

Ute , norm al, pJio^XiL Ĵ esA +?ce- dcvr^eA^m^ ktj ■‘rks. yicru-n. 

u&Zeb.i ui m̂ islc. c ^ rs  oaxcL Lcrmjs ■ CU a. r&auj£

\ u w r \ n ^  -rfu- m r u i -  J  IM t CtXAT -  OATWcU. -rfjZ-W- CWOiL

ct/vu^e A<a-^ty . P^a^. — itwd. - ciu/nvt yĵ cryXs. c\AjasvuĴ i 

j& khX > c  t o  d c u n ^ M ~ .
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5 Common written errors

Work in groups.

Look at examples of common errors which your own students have made. 

Choose five which you think are important, and discuss:

- What seems to be the cause of each error?

- Does it show something the students do not understand? Or is it something 

they understand but still get wrong?

- What should you do about it?

6 Lesson preparation

1. Either choose one of the errors which you discussed in Activity 5 or one other 

error which your students (or other learners that you know) frequently make.

2. Plan part of a lesson in which you would focus on this error. Plan a short 

presentation followed by some practice.
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Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

1. Which error did you deal with?

2. What do you think was the cause of the error?

3. What steps did you follow in dealing with it? Write them down.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Think about thesa questions.

How many students in the class made this error?
How many do you think really didn’t understand the correct form?

When you presented the correct form again, how many seemed to understand?

Did you give students a chance to practise the correct form?
How many could do the practice successfully?

Think of one good student and one weaker student in your class.
What exactly did they do:
-  during your presentation?
-  during the practice?

Do you think your students will now stop making this error?
If they continue to make it, what will you do?
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17 Listening activities

1 Focussed listening

A. The trainer will talk to you about himself/herself. 

Listen and write notes in the table.

Home town

Brothers/sisters

Children

Interests

Holidays
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Unit 17 Listening activities

B. You will hear a text about someone’s childhood. Listen and try to answer 

these questions.

1. Where did he stay?

2. What does he say about:

- the river?

- his bicycle?

- the fruit trees?

2 Helping students to listen

A teacher used this dialogue for listening. Below, she describes what she did and 

how well it worked.

Doctor: Now then, what seems to be the matter?

Peter: Well, I ’ve got a sore throat. I ’ve had it for three days 
now. It ’s really sore - it hurts when I try to swallow, 
and it’s very painful if I try to eat anything hard, like 
bread or anything like that. And I feel a bit cold and 

shivery all the time.
Doctor: Open your mouth and let’s have a look.

Well, you’ve got a throat infection, but it’s nothing 
serious. Here you are - take this to the chemist’s and 
he'll give you some tablets to take. That should clear it 

up. If it isn’t better in two or three days, come and see 
me again.

1. Which sentences are true, which are false?
a) Peter has a sore throat.
b) He feels hot.
c) He can’t eat bread.

1 told the class to close their books 

and listen, and I read the dialogue twice.

Then I asked the questions. But they couldn’t 

answer most of them. So I told them to open 

their books, and we read the dialogue together 

Then they seemed to find it quite easy. They 

couldn’t understand it from just listening - it 

was too difficult for them.

What could the teacher do to help the students to listen?
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3 Using the cassette recorder

Imagine you are using the dialogue in Activity 2 for intensive listening, using a 

cassette recorder.
Which parts of the text would you focus the students’ attention on?

Underline them, and mark places where you would pause the recording.

4 Getting students to predict

A. Work in pairs. Read this story.

Once there was a boy called Ali, a poor fisherman’s son. As he was 
going home one evening, he saw an old man lying by the side of 
the road, seriously ill. The boy was very kind, and he helped the 
old man to the nearest hospital. The old man thanked the boy 
and asked him for his name and address. The boy was ashamed 
to admit that his father was a poor fisherman, so he said, ‘My 
name is Mustafa and my father is a teacher’. A few days later, the 
old man died in hospital, and left all his money to ‘Mustafa, a 
local teacher’s son who helped me in my hour of need’. Of course, 
because Ali had lied, he did not receive any of the old man’s 

money.

Mark five places in the story where you could stop and ask students to predict 

what will happen next. What question would you ask each time? Practise 

telling the story to your partner.

B. Think of a story of your own. Practise telling it, pausing every now and then to 

ask what will happen next.

5 Lesson preparation

1. Plan a listening activity for a class. Either:

- use an activity in the textbook; or

- adapt a reading text for use as listening; or

- tell the class a story; or

- make a short recording of someone speaking English.

2. Decide what you would do before, during and after the listening stage.

Think of ways of helping your students to listen and to focus their attention on 

the main points.
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Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

1. What was your listening activity? Briefly describe it.

2. What steps did you follow: before listening? after listening? 
before listening:

after listening:

Think about these questions.

In general, how successful was the activity?
What did the students learn from it?

How much did the students understand the first time they listened?
How much more could they understand by the endoi the activity?

Think of one student at the front of the class, one at the back, and one sitting by a window.
What were they each doing during the activity?
Could they understand? How do you know?

Think of one good student and one weaker student.
What did you do to keep each of them involved?
By the end of the activity, how do you think they each felt? Pleased with their progress? frustrated? 
interested? bored?

Think of the conditions in your classroom. Is there anything that makes listening difficult? (e.g. 
size, echo, noise from outside).
Could you improve the conditions in any way?

Did you use a cassette recorder?
If so, did you have any problems with:
-  finding the place on the cassette?
-  using the controls?
-  finding the right sound level?
How could you overcome the problems next time?
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18 Communicative activities

1 Introduction

A. Imagine you hear these conversations in real life. What might the situation be? 

Why is the person asking these questions?

J That'S Hana doing f ]  * * f can y  ouType letters?]  

WngJwr honiemrkj |p m
f } 3 k _______  /W

What is there in the room ? } 

m/rhere'sVralfJe anftwo cha/rjljm  ( and a single bed M  A

B. Imagine students in a class are asking and answering questions about this 

picture. What might they say? Why are they asking these questions?
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2 Guessing games

A. Guess the picture

The teacher has a set of flashcards with simple pictures (e.g. clothes, food, 

places, actions). He or she chooses one card, but does not show it to the class. 

They must guess what it is by asking questions, e.g.:

T: Guess how I went to X.

Ss: Did you go by car?

Did you go by bus?

Did you walk?

/fpaa a
.....

B. Guess the sentence

The teacher writes a sentence on a piece of paper or card. He or she does not 

show the sentence, but writes the basic structure on the board, e.g.:

I went (somewhere) to (do something).

Students must guess the exact sentence by asking questions, e.g.:

Did you go to the park? _________________________

Did you go to school?

Did you go to the stadium?

Did you play football? 
etc.

wen-fc to  fcVve ma.rk«ck to Uuy v e g e t a b le s .

l U lC -r t t  " t o  s k ^ A l u r n  • to  V O oJLcU  ex.

C. Mime

The teacher calls a student to the front and secretly gives her a sentence 

written on a piece of paper, which describes a simple activity. The student 

mimes the activity. The other students try to guess the situation.

opening can o?- 1"*̂ °°
'Vfeo a r e  men<Al J

are j

j You <xre cU.oor\fli.y\q ex VsuWo. "|

Here are two ways of organising guessing games in class. Which do you think is better? Why?

No I didn't

Jsr i f  4P IP  ifP ÉPmm «Aü m& m * mm «t»

Did she go by bus?
No she didn't

J L  JL Jt J L
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Unit 18 Communicative activities

3 ‘Information gap’ exercises______________________

Here are some exercises for pairwork. In each pair, the two students are given 
different information.

STUDENT Y

Tonight Kim is going 

to stay at home, because 

he wants to write a 

letter to a friend. 

Tomorrow morning he 

has classes as usual 

at college; but he 

has the afternoon 

free, so he's going 

to help his father 

repair the roof on 

their house. In the 

evening h e 1s been 

invited out to a 

party.

STUDENT X

This
evening

Tomorrow
morning

Tomorrow
afternoon

Tomorrow
evening

B.
STUDENT X

S hopp ing \A/fc 

Z be*.
1 hit0 •yiAQOJf
1 Com

2  loCln H cc  

i Hlo beaus 
1 kU o momqes

STUDENT I

VOW 5£U,'

toy. 50j> ¿l facket
tugur 3 Of &~kiLo
rice* 20p a. kUo

cmwgejiMce - 20p >
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C. Find ten important differences.
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4 Exchanging personal information

1. Work in pairs. Ask your partner questions about his or her daily routine.

Get up?

Breakfast?

School?

Lunch?

Evening?

Go out?

2. Think of another activity like this, using a grid. Choose a topic that students 
would find interesting.

5 Lesson preparation

1. Plan a communicative activity to include in a lesson. If possible, it should give 
further practice of language which is taught in the textbook. Choose one of 
these possibilities:
-  a guessing game
-  an ‘information gap’ exercise for pairwork or groupwork
-  an activity in which students exchange information about themselves

2. Plan the main steps you would follow in the activity, and prepare any materials 
you would need.
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Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you ha ve taught the lesson.

1. What kind of activity did you use? Briefly describe it.

2. What structures/vocabulary did it practise?

3. Write down the main steps you followed.

a)

b)

c)

d) 

e)

Think about these questions.

How long did the activity last?
Did it take longer or less time than you expected?

In general, how successful was the activity?
How did the students respond to it?
Were they: enthusiastic? interested? bored? confused? Why?

How much did students really communicate?

If you used a guessing game:
-  How many students asked questions?
-  How many students answered questions?
-  What were the rest of the class doing during the activity?

If you used a pairwork or groupwork activity:
-  How easy was it to: organise the pair/groupwork? explain what to do?
-  How many students did the activity as you intended?
-  What did the others do?

Do you think you will try an activity like this again?
Why / Why not?
How might you organise it differently next time?
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19 Using English in class

1 Introduction

Think of your own lessons. In the activities below, do you normally use:
-  mainly English?
-  mainly the students’ own language? (‘L i ’)
-  a mixture of the two?

Introducing the lesson

Checking attendance

Organising where students sit

Presenting new language

Introducing a text

Asking questions on a text

Correcting errors

Setting homework

2 ‘Social’ language

Here are some possible topics for ‘chatting’ to the class at the beginning or end of 
a lesson.

English Li Both
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/an interesting^ ( S S d ^ )
Vthe cinema/ VTv programme; V ... __/ V— ____ s

1. What questions could you ask about each topic to encourage the students to 
talk?

2. Work in groups. Take it in turns to be ‘teacher’ -  the rest of the group are your 
students. Choose one of the topics and ‘chat’ to your students.

3 ‘Organising’ language

A. Look at the list of expressions the trainer will give you. Write a simple English 
equivalent for each one.

a)  

b)  

c)  .......... ...............

d)  

e)  

f)  

g)  ..................................

h)  

i) ................................................................................................................

j) ................................................................................................. ............................

k) ................................................................................................................

B. Work in groups. What could you say in English in these situations?
a) You are checking attendance.
b) You are about to begin a new lesson in the book.
c) The class have done some homework.

-  You are going through the answers together.
-  You want the students to correct each other’s work.
-  You want to know how many had the correct answer.

d) A  student is not paying attention.
e) The bell rings for the end of the lesson.
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4 Giving simple explanations

Give one of these explanations as simply as you can in English. Imagine you 
are talking to people who speak very little English. Use gestures, drawings, 
and your own language to help!
a) Explain how to make a cake.
b) Explain how a mousetrap works.
c) Explain how to bandage a wound.
d) Explain everything you know about volcanoes.

5 English or your own language?

1. You want to teach these words.
How would you explain their meaning:
-  using English only?
-  using English and your own language?

2. You want to teach these structures.
How would you explain the difference:
-  using English only?
-  using English and your own language?

How much bread is there?
meat

3. You are organising a role play. You want 
students to act out a conversation based 
on this situation.
How would you explain the situation:
-  using English only?
-  using English and your own language?

One student left his/her bag on a bus, 
containing some money, a book, and a 
towel. He/she goes to the lost property 
office.

A  second student is the person at the lost 
property office. He/she asks the student 
to describe the bag.

How many eggs are there?
oranges

skiing
government
liver
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6 Lesson preparation

1. Look at a lesson you will teach soon, or find a lesson in a suitable textbook. 
Make a note of all the points in the lesson where you would have an 
opportunity to use English. Consider these possibilities:
-  ‘chatting’ at the beginning of the lesson
-  organising the students (arranging seating, calling students to the front, 

organising pairwork, etc.)
-  introducing the lesson
-  introducing topics, situations, texts
-  presenting words or structures
-  moving from one activity to another (saying what you will do next)
-  setting or marking homework
-  ending the lesson

2. Choose any three of these. Plan exactly what you would do and say.

Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

What three things did you do ‘in English’? Briefly describe them.

a)

b)

c)

Consider each of the three activities in turn. Think about these questions.

How much did you say in English? Can you remember what you said?
How much did the students say in English? Can you remember what they said?

How well did the class understand?
Did all the students understand? How do you know?
Did you need to: use gestures? use drawings? use your own language?

Was this the first time you used English for this part of the lesson?
If so:
-  How did the class react?
-  Would you use English in this way again? Why? / Why not?
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1 Introduction

Look at these examples of role play activities.

One student imagines he/she is a 
farmer. Other students ask him/her 
questions about his/her daily routine.

b)
A  group of students imagine they are 
friends planning a holiday together. 
They try to decide where to go and 
what to do.

c)
One student has lost a bag. He/she 
is at the police station reporting it to 
the police. The other student is the 
police officer, and asks for details.

Which activity would be the easiest for your students to do? Which would be the 
most difficult? Why?
What other roles and situations would be suitable for role play activities in your 
own class?
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2 Improvising dialogues

1. What role play activities could be based on this dialogue?

Angela: Good morning. I want to send a letter to Singapore. 
Clerk: Yes -  do you want to send it air mail or ordinary mail? 
Angela: I  think I ’ll send it air mail. I  want it to get there 

quickly. How much does it cost?
Clerk: To Singapore? That will be 30 pence, please.
Angela: (gives the clerk 50 pence) Here you are.
Clerk: Here’s your stamp, and here’s 20 pence change. 
Angela: Thank you. Where’s the post box?
Clerk: You want the air mail box. I t ’s over there, by the door. (adapted from Living 

English Book 2: A.G. 
Abdalla et al.)

2. Plan a similar role play based on a dialogue or text in your textbook.

3 Interviews based on a text

What role play activities could be based on these texts? 

A. ( B.
I f  you met 15-year-old J ane Cole in 
the street, you might not notice 
anything special about her. But 
she is no ordinary schoolgirl, be
cause as well as studying hard for 
her exams, she’s training to take 
part in the European table tennis 
championship this summer. Jane 
will be one o f the youngest contes
tants, but those who know her 
stamina and determination are 
confident that she will do well.
Jane’s main problem at the 
moment is finding time for both 
table tennis and schoolwork. For 
the last month, she’s been getting 
up at six every day and doing an 
hour’s table tennis practice before 
school; and then fitting in another 
hour in the afternoon.

Edward caught the express train 
early in the morning. He was going 
to the next town to visit his rela
tions. He had got up very early, 
and he felt tired, so he soon fell 
asleep. About an hour later, he 
woke up suddenly in the middle o f 
a dream. In his dream, he was in a 
crowded tunnel. People were push
ing him from all directions, and 
pulling at his clothes. As he woke 
up, he realised that it wasn’t only a 
dream -  somebody was really pull
ing at his coat pocket. He opened 
his eyes just in time to catch sight 
o f a man slipping out o f the com
partment. His hand went to his 
pocket -  his wallet was missing! He 
jumped up and ran into the cor
ridor. But the man had vanished.
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4 Free role play

1. Which of these topics are covered in the textbook you use? 
What other topics does the textbook cover?

(bcaTpïâœs) ______________  ̂ (home, famil¿ )

(food and drink)

(health, ______

(school, education)
free time, 

(interests, sports;

2. Choose three of the topics. For each one, think of suitable situations for free 
role play. Examples:

Topic: School, education.
Situation: You meet some foreign visitors to your country. They are 

interested in your school. Answer their questions about it.

Topic: Health.
Situation: A  visitor to your town is ill. Find out what is the matter with 

him/her. Tell him/her where to find a doctor.

5 Lesson preparation

1. Choose a lesson you will teach soon, or find a lesson in a suitable textbook. 
Plan either a short role play activity based on a dialogue or text; or a free role 
play activity, using one of the topics covered in the lessons.

2. Decide exactly how you would organise the activity and what preparation 
would be necessary.
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Self-evaluation sheet Complete this after you have taught the lesson.

1. In your role play, what was the situation?

2. What roles did students take?

3. What language was practised?

Structures:

Vocabulary:

Think about these questions.

How. long did the activity last?
Was it: long enough? too long? about right?

Did the students find the activity: interesting/boring? easy/difficult?
If there were difficulties, how might you overcome them next time?

How many students were actively involved In the role play?
What were the others doing?
Could you have involved more of the class? How?

Did the activity develop as you expected?
Did anything unexpected happen? If so, what?

What might you do differently next time you organise role play?
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Background text: Preparing for 
communication

Our aim in practising oral English is to develop students’ ability to communicate 
freely and spontaneously in English. To achieve this aim, we need to ask the 
following questions: What is real communication like? How is it different from the 
kind of controlled practice that usually takes place in language classes? How can 
we bring features of real communication into language practice?

Consider the two examples below. Conversation A  shows a controlled exercise 
practising the structure ‘should’; conversation B shows how the same structure 
might be used in real communication.

A. T: I feel tired. B. -  I’d like to try and study in Britain
S: You should have a rest. for a few months. What do you
T: I feel ill. think I should do?
S: You should see a doctor. -  Well, first of all you should go and
T: I feel hungry. see the British Council. They’ll
S: You should have a sandwich. give you a list of language schools

in Britain where you could go and 
study, and they’ll also tell you if 
there are any ways of getting a 
grant or a scholarship. And then 
you could try. . .

As well as being at a more advanced level, there are several ways in which the
language in B is different from that in A:
1. In B, the friend giving advice uses not just the single structure ‘should’, but a 

whole range of structures (‘will’, ‘if’, ‘could’, ‘ways o f . . . -ing’ ), expressing a 
variety of different functions (giving advice, making predictions, discussing 
possibilities). In order to communicate, he or she needs to know how to 
combine different structures together in context.

2. In B, the language is unpredictable. The friend uses the structure ‘should’, but 
he or she could have replied in many other ways: by using a different structure 
(e.g. ‘If I were you . . .’) or by giving a different response altogether (e.g. ‘I’ve 
no idea’ or ‘What’s the matter? Don’t you like it here?’). To continue the 
conversation, the two speakers have to pay attention and respond to what the 
other person is saying. In A, the language is almost completely predictable; the 
responses are more or less fixed, and there is no chance for a conversation to 
develop.

3. In B, the speakers are using language for a purpose; there are things the first 
speaker does not know, and that is why he or she is asking the friend’s advice. 
Although of course the speakers need to use structures correctly, their 
attention is focussed on conveying a message, on what they are talking about,
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not on the language they are using. In A, the only reason for using language 
is to practise ‘should’ -  the teacher is not really seeking advice or even 
pretending to. The practice is ‘meaningful’ in the sense that students must be 
aware of the meaning of what they are saying; but their attention is mainly 
focussed on ‘getting the structure right’, not on the message they are 
conveying. They do not even have the option of expressing the same message 
in a different way, e.g. ‘Why not have a rest?’

4. The two friends in B are probably talking directly to each other in private; at 
most, there might be one or two other people listening to the conversation or 
taking part in it. It is private, face-to-face interaction; the two speakers react to 
each other and their personalities affect the way the conversation develops. In 
A, the ‘conversation’ is a public, formalised interaction, dominated by the 
teacher and with the whole class listening. There is nothing personal about the 
responses; they will be the same whichever student makes them.

This comparison highlights a considerable gap between traditional structural 
practice and.the way we communicate in real life. This does not mean that 
traditional structural practice is therefore a waste of time; on the contrary, it is a 
very useful way of practising the structure ‘should’. But it does suggest that this 
kind of practice alone will not prepare students very well for real communication 
in English. This might be achieved by giving practice which is controlled but which 
also includes some of the features of real communication. The analysis above 
suggests some ways in which this could be done:
-  By giving practice involving more than just single sentences, so that students 

have a chance to use combinations of different functions and structures.
-  By encouraging students to give a variety of responses, rather than insisting on 

one ‘set’ answer; by encouraging students to give personal responses; and by 
doing practice which naturally leads to unpredictable, creative language.

-  By giving students a purpose for using language (e.g. through discussion, 
games, problem-solving, information gap activities); and by paying attention to 
what students are saying, not only to whether they are using language correctly.

-  By organising activities in pairs and small groups, to give students the 
opportunity to use language in private, face-to-face interaction.

These activities will complement other more structure-based practice and should 
involve your students in real communication.

Discussion

Look at these examples of exercises and class activities:

Unit 1 Activity 4 Unit 18 Activities 2,3 and 4
Unit 6 Activities 2 and 4 Unit 19 Activity 2 
Unit 12 Activity 1 Unit 20 Activities 2,3 and 4
Unit 14 Activity 3

Do they include any of the features of real communication mentioned in the text? 
Which features?
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21 Using worksheets

1 Introduction

A. Think about your textbook. Does it provide enough of each activity below? 
Tick Yes or No.

Yes No

Controlled oral practice

Free oral practice

Reading

Writing

Grammar exercises

Vocabulary development

Now think about each activity again. Are the exercises in the textbook good 
enough? How interesting are they? How well do they suit the students’ needs? 
Could they be improved in any way?
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2 Worksheets for oral practice

Work in pairs. Try out each exercise. After each one, discuss the questions below.

1. What structures or vocabulary does this exercise practise?
2. What level of students is it suitable for?
3. How much time would it take?
4. What preparation would you need to do beforehand?

B.
f\sk a.nautc. UJVvoks Via /$Vie d o W V vaA:

VWs ---- — SUe's ■■ .... ¿rey mi —

r#( nl
C.

Find groups of three. Say how they are similar.

Example: Lions, tigers and giraffes are all African

animals.

lion Malaysia tiger maize hotel

milk screwdriver lemonade cinema Pakistan

wheat snake frog hammer tea

giraffe Japan hospital rice lizard

saw
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3 Worksheets lor reading and writing

Work through each exercise orally. After each one, discuss the questions below.

1. What level is the exercise?
2. What skills does it develop?
3. How clear are the instructions? Should they be in the students’ own language?

Match th e  tw o ha lves j ( a )  c».nd ( b )  .

(a) c b ;

A pilot 
A
An engùqee.r 
A  parmer 
A Ubrcxruxrs

designs rnac-Wurves 
takes cane af books 
|lte.5 aeroplanes 
loohe> oĵ ce-r S>LcK people 
g)rr>U>5 crops

B.
Copy th e  words lt tVia correct order. 

headtlQkt ra d ia to r

Jumper bonnet

^dscreen

&teerilng wheel

1 ______________
z________
3 ______________
4-_____________

6
7.

c.
W rite  these words In 

alphabetica l Order :

qr&at
g re e n  0cwe

^ r a ^ e f r u l t

^ recc tes l; ^ LVe 

given c^love

D.
Copy the text, and add the missing words.

Your friend has fallen over and cut his/her knee. This is
what you should do: First, ........ your hands with soap and
water. Then, ........at the cut and remove any ........ . that
you can see there. Then ........ the cut with a little water -
but be careful, because it might ........ ! After that, take
a clean cloth and ........ the cut carefully. Finally, tie a
........ over the cut, to stop it getting dirty again.-

dirt wash dry 
look clean bandage 
hurt
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4 Lesson preparation

1. Plan part of a lesson using worksheets for either oral practice or reading and 
writing. Use any of the worksheets which you or other teachers made in the 
training session, and if necessary adapt them to suit your own class.
Either: Prepare copies of one worksheet, which will be used by all the

students. Make enough copies for every pair of students in your class. 
Or: Prepare several different worksheets, which will be used at the same 

time by different students. Make several copies of each worksheet.

2. Plan the lesson carefully. Decide exactly how you would organise the activity 
and how long it would last.
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Self •©valuation sheet Complete this after you ha ve taught the lesson.

1. How many worksheets did you use?

2. What skills did the worksheet(s) develop: speaking? reading? writing?

3. How long did the activity last?

4. Did students work: individually? in pairs? in groups?

Think about these questions.

Do you think the activity was: successful? fairly successful? not successful? Why? 
How did you introduce the activity?
What instructions did you give? Did all the students understand them?

How many students could do the activity without help?
What mistakes did you notice? What did you do about them?

Did you have any problems in:
-  making copies of the worksheet?
-  giving the worksheets to the class?
-  controlling the class during the activity?
-  collecting the worksheets at the end?
How could you overcome them?

Do you think you will try using worksheets again?
Think of two reasons why or why not.
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22 Classroom tests

1 What should we test?

We can test language (to find out what students have learnt):
-  grammar
-  vocabulary
-  spelling
-  pronunciation

We can test skills (to find out what students can do):
-  listening
-  reading
-  speaking
-  writing

Which of these are the most important for your students? Which are the easiest to test?

Imagine you are testing students to find out these things:
1. Can they follow street directions?
2. Can they form the past simple tense correctly?
3. Can they write a few sentences about their family?
4. Do they know common words for rooms and furniture?
5. Can they understand a simple description of their town?
Which main area would each test focus on?
Think of five questions like these about your own students.

2 Testing receptive skills

Read this text, and answer the questions.

The dagona tree, which is common in the dry regions o f Africa, 
has an unusual appearance. The fully-grown dagona is about 
twenty feet tall and has a thin trunk, about nine inches across. 
The trunk is bare for most o f its height and the spiky branches, 
which have many small leaves, stand out from the top o f the 
trunk, giving the tree the appearance o f a large brush stuck in 
the ground.
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The dagona tree has many uses. In October it produces large, 
round fruit with yellow flesh inside which can be eaten raw or 
made into a refreshing drink. The flesh can also be dried and 
made into flour. The outer skin o f the fruit can be used for 
making glue; first it is dried, then the skin is pounded and mixed 
with water to make the glue. The bark o f the tree is made up o f 
fibres o f great strength which are used to make ropes. And the 
spiky branches can be hollowed out and used as musical pipes.

(fictional description based on a text from Reading for a purpose Book 1: N.J.H. Grant and S.O. Unoh)

A. True or false?
Look at the following statements. Write T  for true, F for 
false, and D K  (don’t know) i f  you can’t tell from the text.

a) The dagona tree grows in Africa.
b) The dagona is common in rain forests.
c) The dagona produces fruit twice a year.
d) The flesh o f the fruit can be used as a medicine.

B. Multiple choice
Choose the correct answer.

The dagona tree is: a) common in parts o f Africa
b) found in sandy regions
c) common throughout the world
d) unusual in dry regions o f the world

The tree looks like a brush because the branches:
a) are long and thin
b) are stuck in the ground
c) have many small leaves
d) grow out from the top o f the trunk

C. Open-ended questions
Give short answers to these questions.

What does the fruit look like?
The fruit has four uses. What are they? 
W hy is the bark good for making ropes?
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D. Information tran 
Complete this ta

Part o f  tree

sfer
ble.

Use

a) flesh o f fruit food, drink, flour

b) skin o f fruit

c)

d)

What are the good and bad points of each type of question?

3 Testing grammar and writing

Look at these tests. A.
Which ones mainly test grammar?
Which ones mainly test writing skills?
Number them from 1 to 5 according to how 
much they focus on grammar or writing 
(1 =  grammar, 5 =  writing).

Give the past tense forms o f these
verbs:

meet go come see
hear take

B.
What did you do before you came here today? 

W rite three sentences.

C.
W rite these notes as full sentences. Put the verbs into the 
correct form.

I/spend/last week/try/find/job. 
I/buy/newspaper/look/advertisements.
11 see I interesting/j ob/shoe factory. 
I/go/interview/but/not/get/job.
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D.
Fill in the gaps with suitable verbs.

Yesterday John ................... lunch in a restaurant. Then he
...................his friend Peter and th ey .....................to a football
match together. When they arrived, they thirsty, so
they some lemonade.

E.
Fill the gaps with a suitable word or phrase.

1. I feel so tired! I  at five o’clock this 
morning.

2. There used to be a cinema in the town, but it 
 last month.

3. When I was a boy, we a large house by 
the sea.

4 Marking free writing tests

Here are two students’ answers to Test B in the last activity. Work in pairs. Give 
each answer a mark out of ten.

i W i  Q r t D c o c , 1 Waoe b & K o u d  X ^ e t  up a  ^ .30  N  

X hwe go tb .sjudPnQ) S #r*>Pnjta 0nd cxf i f * ’ ^  hx>e

vihe s&*ooL '

T h i s  vuo) ±  g o t  up Ar S fx  ^cJooc*£__. I k * 4
t o  V-tui'ejdi or\-e Vudo \v\ -w v ^  y o c t a ,

A t  $ A t f -  ftQLST

Clj-^JLr-  ̂ C-OYoe, act -VUc cXv-ool Ovi
^  I ’ m oi ~r o W-o y\ c._V\
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5 Oral tests

Imagine you are giving short oral tests to your students (one minute each). 
Which of these topics would be suitable?

a) Talk about yourself and your family.
b) Ask the teacher some questions.
c) Describe your village/town.
d) Talk about a friend.
e) Talk about your school.
f) Talk about transport in your region.

Think of five other topics that you could use, and write them down.

6 Lesson preparation

Prepare a test to give to your class. The test should focus on one of these skills: 
reading, listening, writing or speaking. Use any of the techniques you have 
discussed in this unit.
Note: If you are giving a reading or listening test, you should use a text that the 
students do not know.
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S e lf- e v a lu a f io n  s h e e t  Complete this after you have given the test.

1. Which skill did you test: reading? writing? listening? speaking?

2. Briefly describe what happened in the test.

Think about these questions.

In general, how successful was the test?
What were its good points?
What were its b,ad points?

Did it seem to have a positive or a negative effect on the students’ learning?

Could most students do the test easily?
How did they react to it?

What did you learn from the test about your students’ ability?
Did anything surprise you?
What did the students learn about their ability?

How did you prepare the class for the test?
Did you need to help them during the test? If so, in what way?
What did you do after the test?

Would you give the class a test like this again?
If so, what improvements might you make?
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1 Learning activities

Work in groups. Look at each of these activities in turn. Try to think about them 
from the student’s point of view. Discuss:
1. For what stage of the lesson is the activity suitable?
2. How valuable is the activity? What do students learn from it?
3. Is the activity suited to one level (e.g. first year students) more than others?
4. How often do students do this activity in your class?

Learning activity (activities done in 
class) Stage

Learning 
value A/B/ 
C/D/E Level Your class?

Listening to a text

Answering questions on a text

Reading aloud

Silent reading

Repetition drills

Substitution drills

Question/answer practice (whole class)

Oral practice in pairs

Guessing games

Copying words/sentences

Dictation

Paragraph writing

Role play
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Learning activity Stage Value Level Your class?

Free discussion of a topic

Correcting each other’s written work

Look at the list again. Which activities could you include in a series of lessons you 
might teach soon?

2 Teaching techniques

Here are two different ways of using a reading text. 

Teacher A

1. Introduces the text with a short discussion 
of the topic.

2. Gives a guiding question. Reads the text. 
Students listen while reading, then answer 
the question.

3. Presents new words, using examples in 
English.

4. Asks a series of questions on the text.
Students give short answers.

5. Asks a few personal questions based on 
the text.

TeacherB

1. Reads out a vocabulary list from the book. 
Students repeat in chorus.

2. Reads the text aloud sentence by sentence. 
Students repeat.

3. Students read the text aloud round the 
class.

4. Asks questions from the book, and gives 
the answers. Students repeat in chorus.

5. Asks the same questions again. Students 
answer round the class.

What are the main differences in the teachers’ techniques?
What do you think the students would learn from each of these lessons?

3 Teaching aids

( jü h S r is )

(magazinepictures) (real objecte)

(g t e t s )

Which of these teaching aids have you used in your own class?
How useful are they? What activities can they be used for?
Which ones could you use in a series of lessons you might teach soon?
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4 Types of interaction

What kind of interaction is shown in each picture?

What kind of interaction would be suitable for each activity below? 
drills
question/answer practice 
answering questions on a text 
role play 
guessing games 
correcting written exercises

5 Lesson preparation

1. Write a plan for next week’s lessons (or for any series of five or six lessons 
which you will teach in the future). Try to include a variety of activities and 
techniques. Include in your plan:
-  the aim of each lesson and the main language taught in it;
-  details of activities and techniques which you would add to those suggested 

in the textbook;
-  different types of interaction you plan to use;
-  any teaching aids you could use.

2. In your classes, try to keep to the plan you have made.
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Self-©valuation sheet Complete this at the end of the week’s teaching.

Write down the aim of each lesson, and the main language you taught in it. 
Lesson 1:

Lesson 2:

Lesson 3:

Lesson 4:

Lesson 5:

Lesson 6:

Think about these questions.

How closely did you follow your plan?
At what points did you depart from it?

Think about the aims of the lessons. How well did each lesson achieve its aim? 
Think about the vocabulary and structures you taught.
How successfully did students seem to learn them?

What activities in the lessons developed: speaking? listening? reading? writing? 
Which skill was developed most?
Did you feel that you neglected any of the skills?

Did you include any new activities or techniques in the lessons?
If so, how successful were they?
Will you include any of them in future lessons? Why / Why not?

In general, did planning your week’s teaching improve the lessons?
Was it worth the time spent on it?
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1 Good and bad teaching

Good teaching

1. Work with a partner. Try to agree on five important characteristics of good 
teaching. Write them down.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

2. Now choose the one you think is most important.
3. Evaluate yourself. How far are these five characteristics true of your own 

teaching?

Bad teaching

1. With your partner, try to agree on five important characteristics of bad 
teaching. Write them down.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

2. Choose the one you think is most harmful.
3. Evaluate yourself again. How far are these five characteristics true of your own 

teaching?
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2 Categories for observation

A  Teaching procedure 
B Use of teaching aids 
C Involvement of the class 
D Teacher’s personality 
E Command of English

Look at the questions below.
-  Which category does each question belong to? Write a letter beside the 

question.
-  How important is each question? Write a number from 0 (=  not important) to 

5 ( =very important).

Category How important?

1. Is the aim of the lesson clear?

2. Does the teacher write clearly on the board?

3. Do students participate actively in the lesson?

4. Does the teacher do a variety of activities?

5. Are the stages of the lesson clear?

6. Does the teacher have clear pronunciation?

7. Does the teacher smile often?

8. Does the teacher use visuals appropriately?

9. Does the teacher speak naturally?

10. Does the teacher encourage students to ask questions?

11. Does the teacher encourage real use of language?

12. Does the teacher seem interested in the lesson?
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3 Classroom climate

Look at these statements. Each one describes a teacher’s behaviour in class. 
Which of them would have a good effect on the classroom climate? Which would 
have a bad effect?

a) The teacher corrects every error.
b) The teacher hardly ever corrects errors.
c) The teacher lets students know who is first, second, last, etc. in the class.
d) The teacher praises students who answer correctly.
e) The teacher criticises students who repeatedly make mistakes.
f) The teacher punishes students who behave badly.
g) The teacher usually chooses good students to answer.
h) The teacher often chooses weaker students to answer.
i) The teacher uses only English in the lesson.
j) The teacher mostly uses English in the lesson.
k) The teacher translates everything into the students’ own language.

4 The students

Think about one of the classes you have taught.
Are there any students who:
-  find the lessons very easy?
-  have difficulty understanding the lessons?
-  are very quiet or unwilling to participate?
-  are difficult to control?
-  have difficulty seeing or hearing?
-  have problems with reading or writing their own language?

Work with a partner. Tell your partner about them and discuss what you could do 
to help them and keep them involved in the class.

5 Lesson preparation

Plan a complete lesson. Try to include a variety of activities, and to use some of 
the techniques introduced in this training course.
Include in your plan:
-  the aims of the lesson;
-  the main stages of activity;
-  detailed notes for each stage.
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Self-evaluation sheet
Answer these questions after you have taught the lesson.

Write brief notes on a separate sheet of paper.

Preparation
1. How useful was your lesson plan? Were you able to follow it or did you have to depart from it 

during the lesson?
2. What difficulties did you find in planning the lesson?
3. Now that you have taught your lesson, what changes would you make to the plan for the next 

time?

Your teaching
1. How successful was the lesson?
2. Which part of the lesson was most successful? Why?
3. Which part of the lesson was least successful? Why?
4. How did you ensure that all the students understood?
5. How much did you use the blackboard? Was it effective?
6. What other aids did you use? Were they effective?
7. Which of the four skills did you develop most?
8. How much did you use the students’ own language? Should you have used more or less?
9. What aspect of the lesson gave you most difficulty? Why?

10. How was this lesson different from the one you taught before and after it?

The students
1. What activities did the students enjoy most? Why?
2. What did the students find the most difficult? Why?
3. Did any students fail to participate? If so, why was this?
4. What discipline problems were there? What caused them? How did you deal with them?
5. What advice might the students give you about the lesson?

This unit incorporates ideas suggested by Stephen Gaies, University of Northern Iowa.
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Unit 1: Presenting vocabulary

Presenting new vocabulary involves: showing the form of the word (how it is 
pronounced and spelt); showing the meaning of the word clearly; giving students 
a chance to hear how the word is used.

Some ways of showing the meaning of a word:
1. Using visuals:

-  Real objects: things in the classroom, things you can bring into the 
classroom, yourself and your students.

-  Pictures: blackboard drawings, pictures from magazines, pictures you have 
drawn yourself before the lesson.

-  Actions, mime, facial expressions.
2. Giving examples to make the meaning clear.
3. Using the students’ own language: This is often the easiest and clearest way 

to show the meaning of a word; but give an example in English first so that 
students can hear how the word is used.

Some ways of involving the class and checking that they understand:
-  Instead of giving a direct translation of a word, give an example and then let 

the class guess what the word means.
-  Use the word in simple questions. This gives the class a chance to hear the 

word in context and react to it.

Unit 2: Asking questions

Question types:
1. Yes/No questions:

‘Is she English?’ ‘No, she isn’t.’
‘Did you bring some food?’ ‘Yes, I did.’

2. ‘Or’ questions:
‘Is she English or German?’ ‘German.’
‘Is your room at the front or the back?’ ‘At the front.’

3. WH-questions:
‘When did he arrive?’ ‘Yesterday morning.’
‘How many people are there here?’ ‘About fifty.’

All these questions naturally have short answers. If your aim is to check 
comprehension, there is no need for students to answer with a complete
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sentence. To elicit a long answer naturally:
-  Ask a more general question: What did they do first? Then what happened?
-  ‘Prompt’ an answer: Tell me about (your home town). What about (shops)?

Questioning strategies:
A  basic strategy for asking questions:
-  Ask first, then pause to give students time to think, then choose a student to 

answer. Do not always let ‘good’ students answer; try to involve weaker and 
shyer students.

Unit 3: Presenting structures

To show the meaning of a structure, you can:
-  show the meaning directly, using things the students can see in the classroom 

(objects; your face, clothes, actions; the students; pictures);
-  give examples from real life (your own life, students’ lives, your town, etc.);
-  invent a situation and give imaginary examples.

A  basic procedure for presenting a structure:
1. Give one or two ©camples to show what the structure means.
2. Say the structure and ask students to repeat it.
3. Write an example on the board.
4. Give other situations and examples.

To involve the class as much as possible:
-  Think of interesting situations and examples.
-  Ask questions during your presentation.
-  Get students to tell you what to write on the board.
-  Get students to give examples of the structure.

Unit 4: Using the blackboard

Writing on the blackboard:
-  Stand sideways and write with your arm extended, so that students can see the 

board.
-  Talk as you write. To involve the class more, ask students to tell you what to 

write next.
-  Decide before the lesson how to organise the blackboard clearly. Leave the 

centre free for writing the main structures; write vocabulary in a list at the side.

Show structures clearly by underlining, or by means of tables:

He works in an office.
I work bank

in a
She works factory

\\\\\ v, ///// r
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Use the board to write prompts for practice:
flour ¿ kilo
rice 2 kilos ‘How much......... ..........do we need?’
oil 1 bottle ‘We need............. J

sugar 2 packets

For examples of blackboard drawings, see pages 16 and 17.

Unit 5: Using a reading text

A  possible procedure for reading a text:
1. Introduce the text, and present essential new vocabulary.
2. Give one or two guiding questions for students to think about as they read.
3. Let students read the text silently, then check answers to guiding questions.
4. Ask questions on the text to check comprehension, and explain any new 

words.
5. If the text is suitable, use it as a basis for further language practice.

Vocabulary: You do not need to present all the new vocabulary beforehand. 
Encourage students to guess the meaning of unknown words as they read the 
text.

Introducing the text: This is to help the students read and to increase their 
interest -  so do not give too much information about the text.

Silent reading: If you let students read the text silently to themselves:
-  they have a chance to read at their own speed and think about the meaning of 

the text;
-  it gives them practice in reading alone, without hearing the words they read 

(this is the skill they need to develop).
Checking comprehension:
-  Ask short, simple questions which will help to focus attention on the text.
-  Encourage students to give short answers (to show whether they have 

understood the text).
-  Let students keep their books open, so that they can refer to the text to answer 

the questions.

Unit 6: Practising structures

Types of drill:
1. Repetition: The teacher gives examples of a structure; students repeat them.
2. Substitution: The teacher gives prompts; students give examples of the 

structure using the prompt. (For examples, see Activity 1.)

Structure practice can be either mechanical or meaningful:
Mechanical practice: Students can do the practice correctly without thinking 

about meaning. The focus is entirely on the form of the structure.
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Meaningful practice: Students must think and understand what they are 
saying in order to do the practice. Ways of making practice meaningful:
-  Get students to say real things about themselves.
-  Give a situation which suggests a certain structure but leaves the student to 

choose exactly what to say.
-  Let students add something of their own.

For examples, see Activity 2.

Ways of involving the class in structure practice:
-  Do the practice quickly, getting responses from different students in turn.
-  In question/answer practice, get students to ask each other questions.
-  For freer practice, give a few minutes’ preparation time, so that students can 

think of things to say.

Unit 7: Using visual aids

Real objects can be used:
-  to teach vocabulary (e.g. a bag of sugar, a packet of tea);
-  to practise a structure (e.g. ‘I’m going to make some tea’);
-  to develop a description or a story (e.g. giving instructions for making tea);
-  to develop a dialogue (e.g. ‘How much is a packet of tea?’ ‘50 pence.’).

Flashcards: Cards with simple pictures (or words or numbers) can be held up by 
the teacher or given out to students to use in pair and groupwork. Flashcards can 
be used:
-  to teach vocabulary (e.g. pictures of knife, fork, spoon, plate, cup);
-  to practise structures (e.g. pictures of different activities to practise ‘Do you like 

writing letters?’, ‘Do you like swimming?’, etc.).
Making flashcards: use half a sheet of typing paper, or a piece of card; draw the 
picture with a thick black pen, or cut pictures from a magazine.

Charts: Larger sheets of paper or card -  the teacher can hold them up or display 
them on the wall or the blackboard.
Charts can be used to show:
-  a series of pictures that tell a story;
-  a table of structures (e.g. verb tenses);
-  a diagram showing a process (e.g. how something is made).

Unit 8: Planning a lesson

Before starting a lesson, it is important to know:
-  the aim of the lesson;
-  the new language to be taught in the lesson;
-  the main stages of the lesson;
-  what to do at each stage.
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Aims and content of the lesson: The lesson may focus on a particular topic (e.g. 
sports), a particular structure (e.g. practice of ‘going to’ ) or a skill (e.g. 
understanding spoken instructions). When thinking of the aim, ask: What should 
the students learn to do in this lesson?

Main stages of the lesson:
Presentation: The teacher presents new words and structures.
Practice: Students practise words and structures in a controlled way.
Production: Students use language they have learnt to express themselves more freely. 
(Practice and production can be oral or written.)
Reading: Students read a text and answer questions or do a task (e.g. completing 

a table).
Listening: Students listen to a text or dialogue, on cassette or read by the teacher. 
(These stages are not in a fixed order.)

Unit 9: Teaching basic reading

When students read, they need to recognise words and sentences and 
understand them. In the early stages, they may find it helpful to say the words as 
they read them, but this is not an essential part of reading. To help students to 
read, we need to give them practice in understanding written sentences; the 
emphasis should be on understanding meaning, not on repeating sentences 
aloud or on spelling out words.

It is easier for students to recognise words if they see them in sentences, 
because they can guess the words from the context. So it will help students if we 
let them read complete sentences as early as possible.

Some techniques for practising reading:
Look and say: The teacher shows words and phrases on cards. Students look at 

them and say the words. This gives word recognition practice for beginners. 
Read and do: Students read simple instructions, and do what the instructions tell 

them.
Read and choose: Students look at a picture and read sentences. They choose 

the sentence which correctly describes the picture.
Read and match: Sentences are split into two halves. Students read them and 

match the halves together.
For examples, see Activities 2 and 3.

Unit 10: Teaching pronunciation

Sounds: To help students with a difficult sound:
1. Say the sound clearly, show how it is pronounced in different words and get 

students to repeat them.
2. Contrast the sound with other, similar sounds.
3. Describe how the sound is produced, if you can do this easily.
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Stress: Most English words have one stressed syllable and two or more 
unstressed syllables. The vowel in the unstressed syllable is usually reduced; it is 
pronounced as /3/ or /i/:<fpart, vegetable, M ond®  bgjween.
In connected speech, more vowels become reduced because complete words are 
unstressed: There lot ̂ p e o p @ @ @ ) party.
Ways of showing stress patterns: say the sentence, exaggerating the stressed 
syllables; use arm gestures; clap your hands; write dots and dashes on the board: 
(he was late =  ••-).

Intonation: Basic intonation patterns:
1. Rising tune: The voice rises on the stressed syllable. Used in Yes/No 

questions, and to express surprise or uncertainty.
2. Falling tune: The voice rises earlier in the sentence, then falls on the last 

stressed syllable. Used for normal sentences and most WH- questions.
Using ‘back-chaining’ to practise intonation: ask students to repeat the sentence 
in sections, starting with the end and working back to the complete sentence.

Unit 11: Teaching handwriting

Styles of handwriting:
1. Printing: the letters are separate and look the same as in printed books.
2. Simple cursive: most letters are joined, but they keep the same shapes as in 

printing.
3. Full cursive: all the letters are joined, and many letters have different shapes 

from printing. For examples, see Activity 1.

A  basic procedure for teaching a new letter:
-  Write the letter on lines on the board; describe how it is formed in simple 

English or the students’ own language.
-  Students copy it several times separately along a line in their books.

Joining letters: Joins are made from the end of one letter to the beginning of the
next (not always the closest point). Practise joining common combinations only
(e.g. ta, te, th, nt, but not tg, dt).

Techniques for copying words:
-  ‘Delayed copying’: The teacher writes a word on the board; the students read it 

but do not write. The teacher erases the word and students write it. This 
ensures that students are thinking of the whole word, not just a series of letters.

-  ‘Meaningful copying’: Students do a simple reading task (e.g. matching words 
together, matching words with pictures, putting words in the correct order) and 
then copy the answer. This ensures that students understand what they are 
copying. For examples, see Activity 4.
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Unit 12: Pairwork and groupwork

Pairwork: The teacher divides the whole class into pairs; all the pairs work at the 
same time.
Groupwork: The teacher divides the class into small groups to work together 
(usually four or five students in each group).

Advantages of pair and groupwork:
-  It gives students more opportunity to speak English.
-  All the students are involved in the activity.
-  Shy students feel more secure and are more willing to speak.
-  It encourages students to share ideas and help each other.

Overcoming problems:
-  Students’ mistakes: Give preparation before the activity, and check afterwards 

by asking some students what they said.
-  Controlling the class: Give clear instructions about what to do and when to 

start and stop. Give clearly defined tasks which do not go on too long.

Suitable activities for pair and groupwork:
Controlled oral practice: can be done with the whole class first, then in pairs. 
Reading a text: students read the text silently, then discuss questions in pairs. 
Writing exercises: students work in groups, deciding together what to write; one 

student acts as ‘secretary’.
Free discussion: can be done in groups. Define the discussion first, and give a 

clear purpose.

Unit 13: Writing activities

Controlled writing can be made more meaningful and interesting by:
-  letting students add something of their own instead of just copying;
-  giving tasks that make students think about what they are writing.
For examples of controlled writing exercises, see Activity 1.

Disadvantages of dictation: it can be done mechanically without real com
prehension; it takes up a lot of time in class; it practises spelling more than 
sentence writing skills.
An alternative to dictation: reconstructing a text from prompts. The teacher writes 
prompts on the board, then reads the text while the students listen. Then 
students write a version of the text, based on the prompts.

If students move straight from controlled exercises to completely free writing, they 
are likely to make many mistakes, and so find writing frustrating. Free writing is 
also time-consuming for the teacher, because students usually write completely 
different paragraphs which have to be corrected individually. These problems can 
be overcome by giving guided writing activities. Ways of guiding writing:
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Writing based on a text: Students read a short text, then write a paragraph which 
is similar but which involves some changes.

Oral preparation: The teacher prepares orally with the class, getting suggestions 
from students, and writing key expressions on the board. Students use this as a 
basis for their writing. For examples, see Activities 2 and 3.

Unit 14: Eliciting

At the presentation stage of the lesson, the teacher has two alternatives:
- T o  present language or a situation directly; the teacher does most of the 

talking, while the students listen.
- T o  elicit; the teacher asks students for ideas and suggestions, and gets them to 

guess and to say what they know already.

Eliciting is a useful way of involving the class by focussing students’ attention and 
making them think; it establishes what students know and what they do not 
know; and it encourages students to make guesses and to work out rules for 
themselves.

Eliciting from pictures: Pictures provide good opportunities to elicit language.
The teacher can:
-  ask students to describe the picture;
-  ask students to interpret things which are not clear in the picture;
-  ask students to imagine things beyond the picture.

Eliciting technique:
1. Pause after asking a question, to give all students time to think.
2. If there is more than one possible answer, encourage a range of answers from 

different students.
3. Elicit vocabulary or structures ‘onto the blackboard’, writing as students make 

suggestions.

Unit 15: Reading activities

Before students read a text, we can organise a pre-reading activity, to arouse 
their interest in the topic and make them want to read. The activity should 
encourage them to think about the topic and to make predictions and guesses 
about what they will read. For examples, see Activity 1.

Questions on a text: Questions should check comprehension and also help 
students to read the text by focussing their attention on the main points. To 
achieve this, all the students should be involved in answering the questions and 
know why answers are right or wrong. Ways of involving the class:
-  Ask students to write short answers to the questions, then discuss them 

together.
\ \ \\ \  -V  ///// r
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-  Divide students into groups to discuss the questions, then go through the 
answers together.

Asking questions is not the only way to check comprehension. We can also ask 
students to do a simple reading task: for example, students read the text and 
note down information in a table (see Activity 3).

As well as straightforward comprehension questions, we can ask questions that 
require students to respond to the text. Possible question types:
-  Asking students to match what they read against their own experience.
-  Asking students to imagine a situation related to the text.
-  Asking students to express feelings or opinions (see Activity 4).

Unit 16: Correcting errors

Spoken errors: When students are doing controlled practice, we are usually 
concerned with accuracy; so we need to correct important errors as they occur. 
When students are involved in freer activity (e.g. discussion, role play), we want 
them to develop fluency; so it is better not to interrupt by correcting too often, but 
to remember common errors and deal with them afterwards.
Possible techniques for correcting errors:
-  Give the correct form; the student repeats it.
-  Indicate where the error is, but let the student correct himself or herself.
-  Pass the question on to another student, then give the first student a chance to 

repeat the correct form.
To help students develop a positive attitude to errors: encourage them, focussing 
on what they have got right, and praise them for correct and partly correct 
answers, so that they feel they are making progress.

Written errors: To avoid too much correction of written work, give simple writing 
tasks which will not lead to many mistakes and which can be corrected in class. 
Correcting work in class:
-  Go through the answers, writing on the board only if spelling is a problem.
-  Let students correct their own work or exchange books and correct each 

other’s.
-  Move round the class to check what they are doing.

Unit 17: Listening activities

Two ways of helping to focus students’ attention during listening:
-  Give a simple listening task, e.g. a table of information for students to 

complete as they listen.
-  Give one or two guiding questions before the listening; students listen and 

find the answers.
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To help students listen:
-  Introduce the topic beforehand, so that students are able to predict what they 

might hear.
-  Divide the listening into stages:

i) students listen for main idea;
ii) students listen again for details.

-  If the listening text is long, divide it into sections, and check comprehension 
after each section.

Using a cassette recorder for intensive listening:
-  Play the whole text and check general comprehension.
-  Play part of the text again, pausing after particular remarks to see if students 

could ‘catch’ what was said. If necessary, rewind the cassette a little way and 
play the remark again.

Unit 18: Communicative activities

In real life, we usually talk in order to tell people things they do not already know, 
or to find out things from other people; we have a reason to communicate, a 
‘communicative need’. In classroom activities, we can create a similar need to 
communicate by introducing an ‘information gap’ -  some students have 
information that others do not have, so there is a reason to talk and ask 
questions.

Guessing games: The teacher or a student at the front has a picture or a 
sentence, which the class cannot see. Students guess what it is by asking 
questions. Guessing games can also be organised in groups; one student in each 
group has the information, the others guess. For examples of guessing games, 
see Activity 2.

Information gap exercises for pairwork: Students work in pairs. To create a 
communicative need, the two students in each pair are given different 
information. For examples of information gap exercises, see Activity 3.

Exchanging personal information: Students work in pairs, and exchange 
information about their own lives, interests, experiences, etc. As they listen, they 
make notes about their partner, using a grid. There is a natural ‘information gap’, 
because every student has slightly different experiences and interests. For an 
example, see Activity 4.

Unit 19: Using English in class

English can be used in teaching the lesson itself: giving examples, introducing a 
text, asking questions, etc. It can also be used for activities which ‘surround’ the 
lesson: checking attendance, telling students where to sit, controlling the class, 
‘chatting’ to students, etc.
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Advantages of using English in class:
-  Students have more practice in listening to natural spoken English.
-  It gives students the feeling of English as a real language used for 

communication, not just a language in a textbook.

Opportunities to use English:
-  ‘Social’ language: ‘chatting’ in English at the beginning of the lesson. This 

creates an ‘English language’ atmosphere in the class, establishes contact 
between teacher and students, and helps students to feel relaxed. For suitable 
topics for ‘social’ language, see Activity 2.

-  ‘Organising’ language: e.g. starting and stopping activities, getting students to 
do and not to do things. Much of this consists of simple instructions which are 
repeated lesson after lesson, and can easily be given in English.

-  Giving explanations: English can be used for explaining how an activity works, 
or explaining a new word or grammar point. To be effective, the explanation 
should be as clear and simple as possible; the teacher can help students 
understand by using gestures, drawings on the blackboard, and repeating 
words in the students’ own language.

Unit 20: Role play

In role play, students imagine a role (e.g. a police officer, a shop assistant), a
situation (e.g. buying food, planning a party), or both. Role play should be
improvised: students decide exactly what to say as they go along.

Controlled role play:
-  Role play based on a dialogue in the textbook: After practising the dialogue, 

ask pairs of students in turn to improvise similar dialogues; or divide the class 
into pairs and let all the students improvise at the same time.

-  Role play interview based on a text: Ask one student to take the role of a 
character from the text. Other students ask him or her questions.

Free role play:
-  Prepared in class: Discuss with the whole class what the speakers might say, 

and write prompts on the board. Let all the students practise the role play in 
pairs first. Then ask one or two good pairs to perform the role play in front of 
the class.

-  Prepared at home: Divide the class into groups. Give each group a different 
situation and roles. Each group prepares their role play outside the class, in 
their own time. Groups perform their role plays in turn, on different days.

Unit 21: Using worksheets

Worksheets are exercises written or typed on sheets of paper and given out to the class. 
They can be used for oral practice or for reading and writing. Some uses of worksheets:
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- T o  supplement exercises in the textbook which are inadequate or unsuitable 
for the class.

- T o  help the teacher organise a class in a particular way (e.g. students working 
alone at their own speed).

- T o  make a change from the textbook and add variety to the lesson.

Worksheets for oral practice: One worksheet can be given to each pair of
students. They work through the exercise(s) in pairs, then the teacher discusses
the answers with the whole class. For examples of exercises, see Activity 2.

Worksheets for reading and writing can be used in two ways:
-  Copies of the same worksheet can be given to every student; all the students 

do the activity at the same time, working alone or in pairs. Then the teacher 
goes through the answers, or students correct each other’s work.

-  The teacher can build up a set of different worksheets, with several copies of 
each. Different students use different worksheets in the same lesson; this 
allows students to work at their own level and speed.

For examples of exercises, see Activity 3.

Unit 22: Classroom tests

Regular informal tests are useful because they tell the teacher what students can 
and cannot do, and therefore how successful his or her teaching has been; and 
they tell the students how well they are progressing, and give them definite goals 
in their learning. To comment accurately on a student’s progress, we need to test 
his or her ability in each of the four skills (speaking, listening, reading, writing) as 
well as his or her knowledge of grammar and vocabulary.

Testing receptive skills (reading and listening): Questions should test 
comprehension of the main points, and should genuinely test comprehension 
(so it should not be possible to guess the answers); they should be easy to set and 
to mark. Types of question: True/False/Don’t know; Multiple choice; Open- 
ended; Information transfer. For examples, see Activity 2.

Testing grammar and writing: If we want to encourage students to improve 
their writing, we need to test writing skills, not just knowledge of grammar. It is 
usually easiest to give controlled writing tests; free writing tests are difficult and 
time-consuming to mark. For examples of controlled writing tests, see Activity 3.

Testing speaking: We can test speaking by:
-  Continuous assessment: The teacher gives a mark for participation over a 

series of lessons.
-  Short oral tests: The teacher calls each student out in turn and tests him or her 

on a prepared topic. Each test lasts 30-60 seconds.
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Unit 23: Hanning a week’s teaching

To maintain the interest of the class, it is important to include a variety of 
activities and techniques; to do this, we need to think beyond individual lessons 
and plan teaching and learning over a longer period.

Learning activities: When planning to introduce a variety of activities, we need 
to know:
-  What is the learning value of each activity? (How much do students learn from 

it? How much time is worth spending on it?)
-  What skills does it develop? (Reading? Writing? Listening? Speaking? More 

than one skill?)
-  What stage of the lesson is it suitable for? (e.g. Presentation? Practice? 

Review?)

Teaching techniques: The same activity can be done in many different ways. 
The success of an activity depends partly on the teaching techniques we use. So 
when planning an activity we need to consider:
-  what ‘teaching steps’ to follow;
-  what aids and materials to use and how to use them;
-  what different kinds of interaction to use (e.g. pairwork, individual work).

Unit 24: Self-evaluation

Self-evaluation: the ability of a teacher to judge his or her own teaching honestly 
and to see how much learning is taking place in the class. For teachers to 
evaluate themselves, they need to observe themselves. They can do this indirectly 
by careful planning before the lesson, followed by reflection after the lesson on 
what took place.

Teaching is a three-way relationship between the teacher, the materials he or she 
is using (e.g. the textbook), and the students. When observing teaching (or 
evaluating our own teaching) it is useful to focus on one aspect of this 
relationship at a time. For examples of categories which can be used in 
observation, see Activity 2.

The purpose of teaching is to help students to learn, so we can only judge 
teaching by seeing how well students succeed in learning. The teacher can 
improve students’ chances of learning by:
-  Creating a good ‘classroom climate’: The classroom climate is affected by the 

teacher’s own attitude and behaviour, e.g. how he or she deals with errors, how 
he or she controls the class, how much he or she uses English in the lesson.

-  Being sensitive to the needs of individual learners, and recognising that each 
student has different needs and problems. So the teacher should try to find out 
more about each student, e.g. by getting them to talk and write about 
themselves, and by finding time to talk to students outside the class.
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Teach English

A training course for teachers 
TEACH ER’S WORKBOOK

Teach English is a complete training course for teachers of English as a foreign 

language. It is especially designed to meet the needs o f teachers whose first 

language is not English, who teach large classes with few resources, follow a set 

syllabus and textbook, and have limited time for lesson planning.

The book is ideal for use on pre-service, in-house and ‘refresher’ courses for 

teachers working at secondary level in schools or language institutions.

Teach English

• comprises 24 self-contained units each focussing on a different area of 

methodology

• provides comprehensive training in practical teaching skills

• develops teachers’ awareness o f their own teaching

• can be followed as a complete course or used flexibly

• is accompanied by a Trainer’s Handbook which incorporates the Teacher’s 

Workbook and gives detailed guidance on how the material can be used

The material consists of:

Teacher’s Workbook 

Trainer’s Handbook

This is excellent and long overdue material for those about to start training 

teachers for the first time. It’s also a rich source o f practical ideas for practising 

teachers who could use the course as a self-administered refresher.’

Stephen Keeler in Practical English Teacher

'The self-reflection component is an important feature o f the coursebook 

showing that despite the very practical classroom-based training element o f the 

course, the author is, as well, concerned with the teacher’s on-going professional 

development.'

Ruth Wajnryb in The Teacher 7'miner


